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महा बधंक का कायालय/General Manager’s Oﬃce
SÉäzÉè/Chennai - 600 003.

MESSAGE
I am happy to note that the Vigilance Organisation is bringing out their annual
publication “Vigilance Bulletin” to coincide with the celebration of Vigilance Awareness Week
th
st
2021 from 26 October to 1 November 2021.
The observance of Vigilance Awareness Week provides an opportunity to reiterate our
commitment to ﬁght corruption. The theme coined by Central Vigilance Commission for this
year is “Independent India @75: Self Reliance with Integrity”.
It is better to construct and set up systems that thwart corruption from disseminating
rather than trying to attack the malaise by merely identifying and punishing the delinquent. The
Vigilance Department has been taking numerous steps towards Educative Vigilance like
Seminars, Workshops and Quiz programmes and this will go a long way in bringing in
awareness among the employees and executives and usher in the much needed transparency in
the day to day working.
Combating Corruption is not merely the duty of the Vigilance Organisation and it is the
responsibility of every honest citizen who wants to participate in the Nation building. Let's
follow the golden words of the father of our Nation, “Be the change you want to be.”
I compliment the Vigilance team for all their eﬀorts in bringing out this useful and
friendly bulletin and wish them all success in their endeavours towards making the Indian
Railway transparent, energetic and self reliant organisation.
I also take this opportunity to call upon all my colleagues to reinforce our assurance on
war against corruption.
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¤ÉÒ.VÉÒ.¨ÉÉ±ªÉÉ /B.G.Mallya
+{É®ú ¨É½þÉ|É¤ÉÆvÉEò/Additional General Manager

महा बधंक का कायालय/General Manager’s Oﬃce
SÉäzÉè/Chennai - 600 003.

MESSAGE
It gives me immense pleasure to note that the Vigilance organisation has come out with
another exemplary publication of their annual Vigilance Bulletin to commemorate the
Vigilance Awareness Week 2021.
The theme of the Vigilance Awareness Week during the current year is “Independent
India @75: Self Reliance with Integrity”. Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan or Self-reliant India
campaign is the vision of new India envisaged by the Hon'ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra
Modi. The aim is to make the country and its citizens independent and self-reliant.
Enhanced transparency, accountability, minimal discretion, reduced public
interference, use of technology are to be incorporated into the organisational philosophy for
making the right treads towards the dream of Self-reliant India with integrity. All of us have to
accept that maintaining Integrity at all times is our bounden duty.
I earnestly hope that the eﬀorts put in by the Vigilance Organisation in publishing this
edition of the Vigilance Bulletin would undoubtedly create attentiveness amongst all
functionaries at various levels and go a long way in creating an environment which ensures
self-reliance with integrity.
My best wishes for this venture.

(B Gopinath Mallya)
Additional General Manager
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I am happy to see the Integrity Bulletin is getting released as planned, coinciding with the
th
st
annual observance of Vigilance Awareness Week from 26 October to 1 November 2021.
Central Vigilance Commission has selected this year's theme as “Independent India
@75: Self Reliance with Integrity”. I am glad to state that the Southern Railway Vigilance
organisation has been carrying out its role in a constructive manner by suggesting system
improvements, organising workshops, Seminars, etc., for targeted audience.
The Integrity bulletin aims to give a holistic view of Vigilance from not only vigilance
organisation but also from different prospective of Railway men and women through their
valuable contribution of articles and poems. The current year bulletin demonstrates the
commitment of our Railways in eradicating the menace of corruption.
Our objective would be achieved if the contents of this bulletin are helpful to the readers
which shall reverberate by bringing a positive work culture and strengthening the morale. I
record my sincere thanks to my entire Vigilance team for all their untiring efforts in bringing out
the nuances of the Vigilance through this bulletin.
Jai Hind.

P. MAHESH
Sr. Dy. General Manager & Chief Vigilance Officer
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Honesty & Anti-corruption

M.Suriya Prakash,

Senior Section Engineer
Egmore, Chennai-8
Introduction:
Which means the wealth accumulated by wrong
means
&
relying upon it is similar to pouring water in
Vigilant against what, when, where, how &
against whom? These are the questions arose inside me unburnt clay pot and believing that water will be retained
when I get to know about Vigilance Bulletin. Yes, vigilant inside for later use.
against corruption, in regard to all our day to day life, at our
The topic Honesty & Anti-corruption doesn't
oﬃce & elsewhere, much cautious and against the limits itself to certain values like not being corrupt in one's
oﬀenders was the counter reply from my conscience.
oﬃce works but also extends to other activities like being
punctual
to oﬃce, justifying the remuneration paid by the
In childhood we would have heard two stories
organisation
through one's service, not being in an attitude
about wood cutter.
of escaping from one's duties, not wasting time in oﬃce for
Story A:
personal works etc.
A woodcutter while cutting a tree near a river
Like how the magnitude between two values in
bank, suddenly his axe fell down in to the river. A fairy mathematics per se 0 & 2 is 2, -2 & 0 is also 2, -1 & +1 is
appears before him gets him a new golden axe but he also 2; ethics also evolves in similar technique. An eﬃcient
refuses to take it since his one was made up of iron. Next employee getting bribe for his work is as similar as the nonthe fairy gets him a silver axe which he again refuses and eﬃcient employee who is not getting bribe but takes salary
then bronze axe and again he rejects. Finally fairly gives without working. Here in latter case his salary transforms
him, his own iron axe, which he accepts. Admiring his to be bribe.
honesty, the fairy rewards him with all the four axes.
I wish to discuss about the latter case such that I
Hearing this incident, the next day another woodcutter
take
a
break
from regular anticorruption discourse through
deliberately throws his axe and this time fairy didn't turn
up. Here honesty is rewarded and the greedy is self- the second woodcutter story.
punished. This story is directly related to the topic.
Story B:
There are two woodcutters who were assigned to
cut two big trees. First woodcutter started to cut the tree
and completed the work in ﬁve hours. Now the second
woodcutter during his turn sharpened his axe for one hour
and then ﬁnished cutting the tree by the next one hour. This
is an example for Smart Work and Time Saving technique.

Here the smart work involves the idea of sharpening the
weapon, knowing the skill of sharpening. During the
Regarding the Honesty and Anticorruption,
decision making process, many ﬁles are put in abeyance or
appropriate thing that comes to my mind is the Great Tamil
delayed in action is due to the lack of policy decisions, not
Poet Thiruvalluvar's Couplet No. 660
being aware of previous history of similar cases, not
updated with latest guidelines issued by Governing Bodies
or other Technicalities.
ry¤jhš bghUŸ brŒnj kh®¤jš gRk©

fy¤JŸÚ® bgŒâßï a‰W.

Strength does not come from physical capacity. It comes from an indomitable will - MAHATMA GANDHI
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Generally there is confusion between relaxation
time and leisure time. Leisure time is strictly pertaining to
premises other than oﬃce. At work place we can take a
break/relax ourselves by taking up works like sorting the
system ﬁles, sorting the physical ﬁles, collecting the policy
circulars or technical workbooks/master circulars/
instructions/ RDSO drawings as a hobby duly avoiding the
monotonous portfolio allotted and re-grab the lost
concentration due to continued work. Further productivity

related activities like learning from e-oﬃce related
tutorials, taking gist of Master Circulars/RDSO
Speciﬁcations shall be a part of our day-to-day oﬃce
works. These hobbies are like sharpening the axe.
Such hobbies will help to improve our eﬃciency in
working thereby making us smart and conﬁdent. Every
action of us thereon will be backed by knowledge of
Railway Records and will be a systematic/ evidence based
approach.
Though story B seems to be deviating from the
actual topic on hand, the impact of smart work adds value
to the administration. Being productive is countercorruption mechanism. Major part of workforce doesn't
involve in active corruption rather passively involve in
unethical activities like being ineﬃcient, negligent, nonassertive and non-punctual. These passive corruptive
practices are addressed as productivity related issues.
However when distanced and seen, these are
corruptive practices which cannot be treated merely with
punishments but should be institutionally motivated
through various awareness programmes, incentivizing,
recognition of late-bloomers, conducting physical activity
programmes to improve the activeness and attentiveness.
Like a coin having two sides is being valid across,
the above issue also has two sides and the solution for both
active and passive corruptive practice is need of an hour.

***********
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Ironed Clothes

Sojappa Scaria
Senior Section Engineer
D&D/DRM/O/TVC

10th may 2020, Uday was very happy that day when he came from the oﬃce. Today was the last
exam of his son who is the ﬁnal year student of mechanical engineering. A few months ago, during the
parents meeting HOD tapped uday’s on the shoulder and said, “It is likely for your son to be the
university topper." So far his son was happy with his exams. But today he can read the sadness on his
son’s face. There was one math problem which he could not do right! Even though he tried several times
he was unable to reach the answer. Rakesh, who was sitting on the front bench, showed him the answer.
Despite being a master in cheating, Rakesh has been getting a lot of arrears since his ﬁrst year...
Uday could not bear the anger when his son said that he did not accept Rakesh’s help in the exam. Ten
marks was thrown away by his son despite the opportunity.
But son responded very calmly.
"I would prefer even to fail with honor than to win by cheating"
Uday went to the wash room without saying anything.
He could not sleep that night. The reason for that was diﬀerent...
The bill for 'Straight Constructions' came to his table today for checking. It was a coincidence that he
noticed an excess of 300 ton cement quantity in the bill. It became clear when he brought it to the
attention of the contractor. So far no one noticed. If he passes the bill, the contractor will be getting the
money for free.
When the contractor said no one is going to notice this in a 4500 ton work uday also felt the same.
"Tomorrow a staﬀ of mine will come and see you. After seeing him you can pass the bill", contractor
said with a smile. Why leaving the contractor winked and said that we can divide it 50/50 Uday's heart
skipped a beat.
He remembered his son's words which gave an ache.
"I would prefer even to fail with honor than to win by cheating"
As soon as he woke up in the morning, he washed and Ironed his clothes well. Polished his shoes
beautifully. His wife was looking at him with amazement as this was unusual. He told her, 'Many in the
oﬃce say my dressing sence is poor. From today onwards I decided to dress better. '
As He drove to the oﬃce, He had decided in his mind to return the bill.

Be the change that you want to see in the world. - MAHATMA GANDHI
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PIDPI Complaints – An Overview
B. Venkatasubramanian,
Sr.VO/G/SR

Introduction
Though vigilance organization conducts intensive checks such as preventive checks, decoy
checks, special drives during important occasions, checks on thrust areas etc., considering the
geographical spread of Railways across the length and breadth of the country, it is vital to look for
symptoms of problems in the ﬁeld. Complaints are an important and vital source of information on the
ground realities of the functioning of an organization.
Types of complaints and need for PIDPI
While number of complaints are received both from employees as well as public alleging
corruption on the part of Railway servants, most of the complaints are either anonymous or
pseudonymous complaints. As per CVC guidelines, such types of complaints are not given cognizance
and are not investigated. While some of these complaints are frivolous and without merits and are
generally made to tarnish the image of the railway oﬃcials, some complaints are made by genuine
complainants who resort to anonymous complaints fearing retribution / backlash from the oﬃcials
against whom such complaints are made. The provision of lodging complaints under PIDPI is made to
enable such honest whistleblowers who strive to bring out corrupt activities to light to improve the
system.
Origin of PIDPI
The provision of PIDPI was made under the “Public Interest Disclosure and Protection of
Informer Resolution 2004”. The resolution was passed by the Govt of India (Resolution no. 89) on
21.04.2004. The seeds for the resolution was laid by Hon'ble Supreme court of India, in its
recommendation in writ petition (Civil) No. 539/2003, which was ﬁled after the murder of Shri.
SatyendraDubey, a honest oﬃcer who was allegedly killed for acting as a whistleblower. The resolution
envisages a mechanism by which a complainant can blow a whistle by lodging a complaint and also
seek protection against his victimisation for doing so.
Important provisions of PIDPI resolution
To whom a PIDPI complaint can be lodged?
* The CentralVigilance Commission and the CVO of Ministry or Department is the designated
agency to receive complaints from whistle blowers under the PIDPI Resolution.
* Therefore, complaint can be lodged either to CVC or to Chief Vigilance Oﬃcer (CVO) of
Railways, Ministry of Railways, Railway Board.
* Any PIDPI complaint received by Zonal Railways will be forwarded to the Railway Board for
further action.
How to lodge a complaint under PIDPI
* The complaint should be carefully worded so as not to give any clue about the identity of the
complainant.
* The complainant should give his/her name and address in the beginning or end of complaint or
in an attached letter.
* The complaint should be in a closed/secured envelope .
* From address should not be written on the envelope.
* The envelope should be addressed to Secretary, Central Vigilance Commission and should be
superscribed as“ Complaint under The Public Interest Disclosure”.
How the complaint will be dealt at CVC
* No acknowledgment will be issued for the complaint to protect the identity of the complainant.
* The complainant need not enter into any further correspondence, in their own interest.
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If any further clariﬁcation is required, CVC will get in touch with the complainant.
* An Oﬃcer not below the rank of Section Oﬃcer will be the authorized by the designated
authority (CVC or CVO as the case may be) to handle PIDPI complaints.
* Complaint covers superscribed as PIDPI will be opened by the authorized oﬃcer in the
presence of the designated authority.
* Veriﬁcation of the identity of the complainant will be done by the authorized oﬃcer.
* The complaints will be kept under the personal custody of the authorized oﬃcer and can be
accessed only with proper authority of the designated authority.
* Once identity is conﬁrmed, the identity of the complainant is removed from the body of the
complaint and if the complaint warrants will be forwarded to concerned department for
investigation and submit report.
* The Commission will take necessary action based on the veriﬁable facts of the case.
* While considering the complaints the 'Designated Authority' would take no action on
complaints relating to administrative matters like recruitment, promotion transfers and other
related issues. However, in case of serious complaints of irregularity in these matters, the same
could be brought to the notice of the Secretary/Head of the Organisation for taking appropriate
action.
* The department / ministry will submit a report to CVC within four weeks of receipt of the
complaint from CVC/CVO.
* The 'Designated Authority' would submit the investigation report along with his
recommendation to the Central Vigilance Commission for further direction.
* Subsequent to the receipt of Commission's directions to undertake any disciplinary action based
on such complaints, the CVO has to follow up and conﬁrm compliance of further action by the
DA and keep the Commission informed of the delay, if any.
Protection to the Complainant
* The 'Designated Authority' shall ensure that no punitive action is taken by any concerned
Administrative authority against any person on perceived reasons/suspicion of being a
“Whistle Blower”.
* Wherever the complainant has alleged victimization/harassment the 'Designated Authority'
should ensure that if the identity of the complainant somehow becomes known he/she should
not be harassed/victimized by way of frequent transfers etc.
* In case a complainant seeks protection and reports that his life is in danger, the 'Designated
Authority' would examine the same and send his recommendation to the CVC to take up the
matter with the Nodal Oﬃcers of respective States/UTs appointed by the Ministry of Home
Aﬀairs/State Governments for the purpose of providing security cover to the whistle blowers.
To sum up
‘F‰wnk fh¡f bghUshf¡ F‰wnk
m‰wª j%c« gif.’
(F‰wnk xUtD¡F mÊit c©lh¡F« gifahF«. Mifahš F‰w« brŒahkš ïU¥gnj
neh¡fkhf¡ bfh©L fh¤J¡ bfhŸs nt©L«).
*

Freedom from faults is wealth; watch heedfully 'Gainst these, for fault is fatal enmity.)
Vigilance organisation strives to eradicate corruption in the functions of Government to ensure
dedicated and focussed service to the public. Genuine complaints are an important tool in this
endeavour. Therefore, CVC has directed to spread awareness regarding PIDPI provisions as part of
observance of Vigilance Awareness Week 2021.
The provisions of PIDPI resolution strengthens the hands of whistle blowers to come out
without fear and expose corruption.
You may never know what results come from your action, But if you do nothing,
there will be no results. - MAHATMA GANDHI
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njtij
S. rutz‹
CVI/Traffic

ங் கள்

ழைம. பல க் ம் ேவண்டாத ஒ நாள் . இரண்
நாள் ட் ல்
ஜய்
ன் நிகழ் ச ் கைள பாரத
் ்
ஓய் ல் இ ந் ,
ண் ம்
அ வலகம் ெசல் ம் அந்த
ங் கட் ழைமைய யா க் த்தான்
க் ம் .
ஆனா ம் Housing loan, Gold loan, LIC Loan, personal Loan என்
பல Loan கைள
வாங் ய எனக்
ங் கட் ழைமைய
த்ேத ஆக ேவண் ம் .
கணவைன இழந்
என் ஒேர மகைன அவன்
ம் ம் Aeronau cal
Engineering ல் ேசரத
் ் , தற் ேபா
அவன் கல்
ரி
ம் நான் என்
ட்
ம் தனிைம ல் இ க் ேறாம் . ெவள் ளிக் ழைம
ட் க்
வந்த
மகனின் நிைன கைள அைசேபாடட
் வா சற்
அயரந
் ்
ங்
டே
் டன்.
6.15 மணிக் ஏல ரி எக்ஸ் ரஸ்
த்தால் தான் 9.30 மணிக் அ வலகம்
ெசல் ல
ம் .
"ஏண் , இன்னிக்காவ
க் ரம் எ ந்
ேவைலய பாக்கக் டாதா?"
என்
பக்கத்
ட்
த்ரா தன் மகைள
ட் கெ
் காண்ேட
றப் பட் க்
ெகாண்
ந்தாள் . அவ ம் ஏல ரி ன்
கவா
( ஏல ரி எக்ஸ் ரஸ்' )
படட
் ரவாக்கம் எக்ஸ்ேபாரட
் ் ல் பணி ரிபவள் .
நான், த்ரா, ரம் யா
வ ம் அ த்த த்த ட் ல் இ ந்
றப் பட்
ெத
ைன ல் ேஷர ் ஆடே
் டா க்காக காத்
ந்ேதாம் . ன்ன டாத
ஸ்
ேஹ க் ரப் பர ் ேபண்ட் மாட்
ந்த மால
அக்கா, டைவைய அள் ளி
த்
ந்த ேஹமா,
யரை
் வ வ ந்த
கத் ல்
ட்
டட
் ாக ப டர ்
அ த்
ந்த ஜான
என்
எல் லா ேம அழ ன்
தான அக்கைறைய
றந்தள் ளி சரியான ேநரத் ல் பஸ்ஸ்டாப் க்
வந்
டட
்
ஆ வாசம்
ெதரிந்த .
10 ேபைர ஏற் ய ேஷர ் ஆடே
் டா
ரத் ல் இன் ம் இடவச
இ ப் பதால் 3 ேபைர ஏற் கெ
் காண்ட . ேஷர ் ஆடே
் டா றப் படட
் உடேன,
இைளயராஜா "ேசாைலப் ஷ்பங் கேள என் ேசாகம் ெசால் ங் கேளன்...." என
தாலாடட
் கண் மயங் யவைள.. காடப
் ா வந்
ச்
என எ ப் னாள்
த்ரா...
காைல ல் பால் வாங் க பரை
் ஸ றந்தேபா தான் ெதரிந்த
சன்
கெ
் கட் ேநற் டன்
ந்த
ஷயம் . Renew ெசய் ய counter க்
ஓ ேனன்.
ெவளிேய வைர நீ ண்
ந்த
Queue. UTS App ல் சன்
க்கடை
் ட எ த் க்
ெகாள் ம் ப என் மகன்
ய என் நிைன ல் வந் ேபான . ன ம்
150 km பயணம் ெசய் வ என் தைல
, இன்
ப் ம் எ க்க
யா .
சன் எ க்க வரிைச ல் நின்ேறன்.
ன ம் 15 நி டங் கள் தாமதமாக
வ ம் JP என அன்ேபா அைழக்கப் ப ம் ஏல ரி இன்
சரியான ேநரத் ல்
இன் ம் ல நி டங் களில் வந் ேச ம் என அ
ப் ஒ த்த .
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காடப
் ா
ல் உள் ள தண்டவாளத் ற் ம் தனக் ம் உள் ள காதைல
ஊ க்ேக உரக்க ெசால் ம்
தமாக சத்தம் ேபாட் க் ெகாண்
சரியான
ேநரத் ல் வந்
டட
் ான் J P. என் டன் வந்த அைனத்
ேகா யைர ம்
வைளத்
ெசன்
டட
் ான்
மாயக்கண்ணன்
J P.
அ த் வ ம்
வனந்த ரம் Expressக் காத்
ந்ேதன் நான்...
நான்
சன்
க்கட்
எ த் வ ம்
வைர
J P
எனக்காக
காத்
க்க ல் ைல. தன் கடைமைய அ
சரியாக இன்
ெசய்
டட
்
.
வனந்த ரம் எக்ஸ் ரஸ் வந்த டன் பல தள்
ள் க க் ப்
ற
unreserved ேகாச் ல் ஒ காைல ைவத்த எனக் இன்ெனா காைல ைவக்க
இட ல் ைல. இறங்
டே
் டன்.
" ன்னா கா யா இ க் ேபாம் மா" என ஒ
ரல் , அதற் நான் 14
ரிசரவ
் ் ட் ேகாச் கைள தாண்
ெசல் ல ேவண் ேம என நான் நிைனக் ம்
ேபாேத, "வண் ல ஏறப் ேபா யா இல் லயா" என ேகடப
்
ேபால் இ ந்த
Engine driver ெகா த்த Horn. ேவ வ
ல் லாமல் ரிசரே
் வஷன் ேகாச் ல் ஏ
டே
் டன்.
ல்
ளம் ய ேபா , "என்னம் மா JPய
ட் ட் யா" என ஒ
ரல் .
ம் ப் பாரத
் ்ேதன் . வழக்கமாக எங் க டன் வ ம் பழம்
ற் ம் 75 வய
தாட் .
ர

" ஆமாம் மா
ட்

சன் வாங்

ட்

வர ேலட் ஆ

ச் . . .

நீ ங் க

ம்

Oங் களா?”

" ஆமாண்
கண்
காய் சச
் லா இ ந் ச் ன்
ெகாஞ் சம் கண்
அசந் டே
் டன். Unreserved ல ஏற
யல, அதான் இ ல ஏ டே
் டன்" என அந்த
தாட் ெசால்
க்க TTE எங் களிடம் வந்
கெ
் கட் ேகடக
் நான் சன்
கெ
் கடை
் ட காட் ேனன்.
"ஏம் மா... சன் கெ
் கட் வச்
ட் Reserva on ல ஏ வர... Fine கட் என
ெசால் ல, சன் கெ
் கட் ற் ெகா த்த ேபாக தம் Rs.30 பர் ல் இ ந்த .
"என்ன பாட் ... உனக்
தனியா ெசால் ல
மா Fine கட் ங் க இல் லனா RPF
டட
் H a n d o v e r பண்ணி வன்" எனக்
, " V i g i l a n c e வண் ல இ க் ம்
ேபா தான் இந்த மா ரி தலவ எல் லாம் எனக் வந் ேச
" என ன க்
ெகாண்ேட அ த்தவரிடம் Ticket ேகடக
் ெசன்றார.்
என்ன ெசய் வெதன்
ைகத்த என்னிடம் Rs.500 தாைள நீ ட் னாள்
தாட் . "ெவச் க்க கண்
, இத வச் Fine கட்
, பழம்
க் ற எனக் RPF
Sta on ஒண்
ம்
இல் ல... நீ ேநரத் க் ேவைலக் ேபாம் மா... எத்தன
தடவ இந்த
ழ
டட
் பழம் வாங்
உத
பண்ணி க்க... ேபா கண்
..."
எனக்
ட் "ஐயா சா
என் டட
் கா ல் ல" எனக் ெகஞ் யப TTE ன்
ன்னால் நடந்தாள் அந்த 75 வய ேதவைத.

It is difficult, but not impossible to conduct strictly honest business. - MAHATMA GANDHI
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Predicting Corruption To Prevent It:
Behavioral Red Flags Of Corruption
By J Vinayan
CCM/PM/SR and former CVO, FACT Ltd.

Introduction
Studies have shown that recognizing the behavioral clues displayed by fraudsters and corrupt
employees within can help organizations to more eﬀectively detect ongoing corrupt activities and
minimize the damage and losses. Statistically analyzed and listed, seven of the most common such 'Red
Flags' reported in a global study by ACFE Inc. are discussed below. Needless to say, the mere
occurrence of one of these indications does not by itself mean that the person is indulging in corrupt
activities. The organizational leadership or management must consider these as indicative rather than
conﬁrmative pointers and always look for multiple clues before initiating due diligence. These red ﬂags
are identiﬁed from post-facto research and analysis of hundreds of cases to see what went on in the
organization and in the lives of the aﬀected employees before the scandal erupted and what could have
been done to detect possible misdemeanors beforehand.

Seven key warning signs:
The Number 1 red ﬂag, by far, is the employee living far beyond his or her means. This is what
we call 'possessing wealth or assets beyond the known sources of income'. This is the most commonly
observed symptom of 'something not right' in almost all organizational settings and levels. It can vary
from ownership of multiple properties in names of self or of close relatives to frequent ﬂights abroad.
The other indications include continued ﬁnancial diﬃculties (the other extreme), extreme proximity
with vendors or suppliers or contractors, too much attachment to a posting or a location, suspicious and
irritable behavior when questioned, famous for being a great trouble shooter or a problem solver with
vast contacts and a wheeler-dealer attitude etc. Often it is the close family which ﬁrst sees the signs of
the stress and strain of the shady activities on the individual, and in many cases failing familial
relationships or personal friendships due to rude or highhanded behavior etc. are also sad pointers.
These seven most commonly observed behavioral red ﬂags are listed with their degrees of occurrence
in decreasing order in the table below.

1

Living beyond the means

42%

2

Financial diﬃcul es

26%
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3

Unusually close
associa on with
vendor or customer

19%

4

Control issues,
unwillingness to
share du es

15%

5

Irritability,
suspiciousness,
defensiveness,
uncivil/rudeness

13%

6

“Wheeler-dealer”
a tude, highﬂier,
deal-maker, trouble
shooter.

13%

7

Divorce, family issues,
12%
personal problems

Work Place vs. Personal Life Behavioural Red Flags.
From the above overall picture, a further classiﬁcation was done in terms of Red Flag behaviours in the
Work Place and Red Flag behaviours in Personal Life.
As part of work place red ﬂags the most common are: unusually close association with vendors or
customers, control issues such as unwillingness to share duties or information, irritability,
suspiciousness, defensiveness and the highﬂier, wheeler dealer attitude. The less common ones are
complaining about inadequate pay, refusal to take vacations in sensitive posts, past employment related
problems, complaints about lack of authority, too much pressure at work etc.
As part of personal life red ﬂags, living beyond means, divorce / poor family situation, continuous
ﬁnancial diﬃculties etc. are the most common. Somewhat less frequent, but very much prevalent are
issues of addiction, social isolation, past or ongoing legal problems, excessive social/family/clan
pressure for success etc..

Your character must be above suspicion and you must be truthful and self controlled. - MAHATMA GANDHI
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Conclusion
As mentioned, the stand-alone occurrence of one of these behaviours need not necessarily imply that
corruption is afoot. In fact, some of these behavioural traits are sought after, like that of a popular
trouble shooter or someone who is so dedicated that he does not take a vacation for years. But in case
one or more of such indicators emerge in the workplace or personal life of a single individual working
in a 'sensitive' post, coupled with other tell-tale organizational and procedural indications, it is the
discretion of the responsible top Manager or Oversight oﬃcer to exercise caution and apply due
diligence to scrutinize the situation and take appropriate action.

(Adapted from REPORT TO THE NATIONS: A GLOBAL STUDY ON OCCUPATIONAL FRAUD
AND ABUSE(2020) prepared by Association of Certiﬁed Fraud Examiners Inc. The data and the
observations are attributed to the above body and are reproduced here for purely private circulation,
academic discussion and comparative information. We acknowledge the authorship of the ACFE Inc.
for the original article.)

KATHRIN SHELLA. V
Sr. Ticket Examiner/SRGM

On this earth there is enough for everyone's need but not for their greed - MAHATMA GANDHI
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The Ritualist

Dr. Surya Lakshmi Chellapilla
ADRM (Operations) Waltair Division, ECoR

“Sir, please try to understand what I am explaining. My accident was a reality and so was the
amputation of my legs. Then why do I have to ﬁll up the log book with a wrong vehicle number? Why
should I claim that I travelled by a high chassis vehicle? Anyone who sees me in person can ﬁgure out
that at the most, I'd be able to get into only a low chassis vehicle?” pleaded Avishkar before the vehicle
controlling oﬃcer of his company.
“Oh no, the company rules expressly forbid junior oﬃcers from using sedans and similar
models. As you know, they are meant for the exclusive use of senior oﬃcers”, replied the vehicle
controller.
“Sir, isn't there any diﬀerence between letter and spirit?” Avishkar tried to reason with the
oﬃcer. Yes, the one in control was a hard nut to crack. He retorted, “Avishkar ji, these rules are meant for
expenditure control. If I gave you a sedan or a low chassis vehicle exclusively, other oﬃces of your
seniority will demand the same. So, I stick to what I say.”
“But, Sir, Dinakar is using a sedan to commute to oﬃce everyday. You must have given him the
permission, right? if you tell me how to get it, I will also process it similarly”, replied Avishkar.
The oﬃcer lowered his voice and uttered almost in a whisper, “This is the way to get around the
rules; people do it all the time, okay? And I have no problem because the log book is ﬁlled with the
registration number of an MUV or an SUV. That is what I have suggested you oﬀ the record. Please
don't let out my name… I have not told you anything and you have not heard anything”.
“Sir, I am honest and I do not want to do any cheating of this sort. That is why I request you to
please give approval for me to use a sedan”, Avishkar made a last-ditch eﬀort. In the meantime, the
oﬃce boy brought in hot coﬀee and almost displaced Avishkar's crutches placed next to himself. He
held them from falling and started wondering whether the current course of conversation between them
was representative of something falling- may be, the standards of humanism.
Before he could swim deep in his thoughts, he came back to his senses, harshly interrupted by
the angry tone of the oﬃcer who said sternly, “Mr. Avishkar, does it mean that I am dishonest? I am also
as honest as you. I can say under oath that I have not touched even a pie other than what I legitimately
earn. I was always known to be on the right side of the rules and will never want to be a rule breaker.
Please stop casting aspersions and do whatever you want. Please have your coﬀee- it has no connection
to our conversation.”
Avishkar was totally taken aback as he merely intended to indicate that he did not want to break
the rules, but the oﬃcer totally misunderstood it and reacted sharply and diﬃdently.
“Sir, one last question”, said Avishkar in a baritone and the oﬃcer nodded. “If everything were
to be within the ambit of rules, why do we require oﬃcers in any oﬃce? A well-designed IT system
should be able to take care of it, right?”
It was now the oﬃcer's turn to be taken aback. With a distraught and dejected look, he said, “All
right. Because you're so insistent, give me a request letter. I will seek clariﬁcation from headquarters.”
Avishkar's patience tanked that moment. He muttered softly, “So please tell me, Sir, if you are going to
recommend my case or not”.
“My dear young man, I feel very sorry for you but I am not the competent authority to decide on
this matter. All that I can do is forward your request with the words, “For further necessary action at
your end please”.
“Thank you, Sir”, Avishkar said politely, not even touching the cup of coﬀee oﬀered to him. He
picked up his crutches and hopped out of the oﬃcer's chamber.
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With fresh memories of probation where his Course Director had told them, “If you can take a
decision, take it; if you can't, recommend it to the higher authority with your clear opinion whether it
should be done or not”. Having been a student of Sociology, Avishkar remembered the concept of
Anomie. Eminent sociologist, Durkheim or Robert K Merton- no, no it was Merton- described
Ritualism as one of the kinds of Anomie- normlessness, he recollected.
'Here is a ritualist who follows the rules in letter rather than in the spirit', he thought and
promptly made a call to his course director Mahati.
She was then reviewing posters for the Vigilance Awareness Week, 2021. She knew about the
ﬁghting spirit of Avishkar and that he would be as normal as possible after the ﬁtment of prosthetic
limbs. Yes, she was annoyed at the apathy of the oﬃcer and correlated it with the current year's theme.
“This is a classic case of integrity without self-reliance”, said she.
Smarting under the insensitivity of the oﬃcer, Avishkar reacted, “Madam, does it mean I should
give up?”
“Not even remotely”, Mahati said, adding, “I suggest that you, as a self-reliant individual,
approach the Disabilities Commission of the state; unless one complains against apathy and lets such
bodies perform their duties, these ritualists will mushroom all over the place and make a mockery of
Welfare State”.
Let's not be Ritualists!
***

RS II / MAS Divn.

“Men are more often bribed by their loyalties & ambitions than money.” ROBERT JACKSON
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Human Development Index and Corruption
K.V.SUNDARESAN
Member Secretary RRB Chennai

Introduction
The corruption is the most important obstacle in development. The comparison of Human
Development Index and Poverty Index across perceived corruption levels of diﬀerent countries are
discussed to understand the evil eﬀect of corruption. The data available in UNDP website are utilised to
draw the comparison of Human Development Index 2020 and Poverty Index with Corruption
perception Index 2020 published by Transparency International.
Human Development Index (HDI)
The Human Development Index (HDI) was created to emphasize that people and their capabilities
should be the ultimate criteria for assessing the development of a country, not economic growth alone.
The HDI can also be used to question national policy choices, asking how two countries with the same
level of Gross National Income (GNI) per capita can end up with diﬀerent human development
outcomes. These contrasts can stimulate debate about policy priorities.
The Human Development Index is a summary measure of average achievement in key dimensions of
human development: a long and healthy life, being knowledgeable and have a decent standard of living.
The HDI is the geometric mean of normalized indices for each of the three dimensions.
The health dimension is assessed by life expectancy at birth, the education dimension is measured by
mean of years of schooling for adults aged 25 years and more and expected years of schooling for
children of school entering age. The standard of living dimension is measured by gross national income
per capita. The HDI uses the logarithm of income, to reﬂect the diminishing importance of income with
increasing GNI. The scores for the three HDI dimension indices are then aggregated into a composite
index using geometric mean.
The comparison of human development Index with Corruption Perception Index of few countries are
tabulated below.
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Deﬁnitions:
Human Development Index (HDI): A composite index measuring average achievement in three basic
dimensions of human development—a long and healthy life, knowledge and a decent standard of
living.
Life expectancy at birth: Number of years a new born infant could expect to live if prevailing patterns
of age-speciﬁc mortality rates at the time of birth stay the same throughout the infant's life.
Expected years of schooling: Number of years of schooling that a child of school entrance age can
expect to receive if prevailing patterns of age- speciﬁc enrolment rates persist throughout the child's
life.
Mean years of schooling: Average number of years of education received by people ages 25 and older,
converted from education attainment levels using oﬃcial durations of each level.
Gross national income (GNI) per capita: Aggregate income of an economy generated by its
production and its ownership of factors of production, less the incomes paid for the use of factors of
production owned by the rest of the world, converted to international dollars using PPP rates, divided by
midyear population.
GNI per capita rank minus HDI rank: Diﬀerence in ranking by GNI per capita and by HDI value. A
negative value means that the country is better ranked by GNI than by HDI value.
Multidimensional Poverty Index
The HDI simpliﬁes and captures only part of what human development entails. It does not reﬂect on
inequalities, poverty, human security, empowerment, etc.
The Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI) looks beyond income to understand how people
experience poverty in multiple and simultaneous ways. It identiﬁes how people are being left behind
across three key dimensions: health, education and standard of living, comprising 10 indicators. People
who experience deprivation in at least one third of these weighted indicators fall into the category of
multi-dimensionally poor.
Dimensions of
Poverty

Indicator
Nutrition

Health

Education

Standard of
living

Child
Mortality
Years of
Schooling
School
Attendance
Cooking
Fuel

Deprived if living in the household where…
Any adult under 70 years of age or any child for whom there is
nutritional information is undernourished.
Any child under the age of 18 years has died in the family in the
ﬁve-year period preceding the survey.
No household member aged 'school entrance age + six4 years or
older has completed six years of schooling.
Any school-aged child is not attending school up to the age at
which he/she would complete class eight.5
The household cooks with dung, wood, charcoal or coal.

Sanitation

The household's sanitation facility is not improved (according to
Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) guidelines) or it is improved
but shared with other households.

Drinking
Water

The household does not have access to improved drinking water
(according to SDG guidelines) or improved drinking water is at
least a 30-minute walk from home, round trip.

Electricity

The household has no electricity.

Housing

At least one of the three housing materials for roof, walls and ﬂoor
are inadequate: the ﬂoor is of natural materials and/or the roof
and/or walls are of natural or rudimentary materials.

Assets

The household does not own more than one of these assets: radio,
television, telephone, computer, animal cart, bicycle, motorbike
or refrigerator, and does not own a car or truck.

“No Legacy is as Rich as Honesty”. WILLIAM SHAKESHPEARE
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The comparison of Multi-Dimensional Poverty Index with Corruption Perception Index of few
countries are tabulated below.
Corruption
Perception
Index
Rank

Deﬁnitions:
Population living below national poverty line: Percentage of the population living below the national
poverty line, which is the poverty line deemed appropriate for a country by its authorities. National
estimates are based on population weighted subgroup estimates from household surveys.
Population living below PPP $1.90 a day: Percentage of the population living below the international
poverty line of $1.90 (in purchasing power parity [PPP] terms) a day
Conclusion:
It can be seen that Human Development Index and the Multi-Dimensional Poverty Index are better in
countries having low level of Corruption Perception Index. Thus, the reduction in corruption could lead
to the overall development of the society.
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jÅkÅj mw«
É. #hd»
CVI/Traffic

cÆÇd¤â‹ c¢áÆš thG« kÅjÅ‹ thœî v‹gJ mw«, bghUŸ, ï‹g«, åL v‹W
eh‹fhf gF¡f¥gL»wJ. mjhtJ mw¤â‹ tÊ Ã‹W, bghUŸ njo, ešy KiwÆš ï‹g«
JŒ¤J åLngW miljš v‹gnj thœÉaš Kiwahf Tw¥gL»wJ.
mw« v‹gij RU¡f¡ T¿‹, ešyit brŒjY« mšyit fojY« vdyh«. mJ xU
xG¡f be¿. jÄH® j« thœÉ‹ JiwnjhW« mw« ts®¤jd®. ïšyw«, Jwtw«, fhjyw«,
nghuw«, muáayw« vd mw« v‹gJ všyh brašfËY« Ú¡fkw ÃiwªJ Ã‹wJ.
“kd¤J¡ f© kháy‹ Mjš mid¤jw‹
MFy Úu ãw.”
- mjhtJ xUt‹ j‹ kdâš F‰w« ïšyhjtdhf ïU¡f nt©L«. mw« m›tsnt.
ãw th®¤ij eo¥ò«, thœ¡if ntl§fS« k‰wt® m¿a brŒa¥gL« Ml«gu§fns v‹»wh®
tŸSt®.
jÅkÅj mwnk r_f mw«. jÅkÅj mw« fh¡f¥gL« nghJjh‹ r_f mw«
fh¡f¥gL»wJ. ï¤jid kf¤Jtkhd x‹iw¤jh‹ ïªj ü‰wh©L r_f« bjhiy¤J¡
bfh©oU¡»wJ. ï‹iwa jiyKiwÆdU¡F Mir ïU¡»wJ, Mdhš mij
miltj‰fhd jFâia ts®¤J bfhŸtj‰fhd bghWikjh‹ ïšiy. mtru cy»š
mtrukhf mid¤ijí« miltj‰F mw« v‹gJ ïilŠryhf gh®¡f¥gL»wJ.
jÅkÅj mw« v‹gJ brhšÈ bjÇªJ bfhŸtJ mšy. mJ jiyKiw jiyKiwahf
thœªJ fh£l¥gLtJ, gh®¤J òÇªJ bfhŸtJ. m‹W ufáakhf brŒtJ Tl jtW
v‹¿UªjitfŸ ï‹W bghJbtËÆš Äf rhjhuzkhf el¥gjhš F‰w§fË‹ åÇa«
FiwªJ nghÆ‰W. ï‹iwa fhy¤âš F‰w§fË‹ j‹ik mij brŒjtiu bghU¤nj
kâ¥ãl¥gL»wJ.
njâ Ã¢rÆ¤J jhÆ‹ tÆ‰¿ÈUªJ FHªijia ãÇ¤bjL¡F« kU¤Jt¤âš, mj‹
mw« v§nf nghdJ?
gz« bg‰W¡bfh©L nr®¡if bfhL¡F« fšÉÆš, mw« v§nf nghdJ?
X£L¡fis VybkL¡F« muáaÈš, mw« v§nf nghdJ?
eŠbr‹W bjÇªJ« ó¢ábfhšÈfis ga‹gL¤J« Étrha¤âš, mw« v§nf nghdJ?
c©o bfhL¤njh® cÆ® bfhL¤njhnu v‹W òweh}W ghoa k©Âš ï‹W g¢ás«
FHªij gUF« ghÈY« fy¥gl« brŒa¥gL»wJ. r_f« KGtJkhf guÉ¡»l¡F« ïªj g¡f
nt®fË‹ MÂ ntuhdJ. Vnjh xU jÅkÅjÅ‹ kdâš Kis¤j Éõ ÉijÆDilaJ
mšyth? mªj Vnjh xU kÅjÅš ehK« ml¡f« v‹w c©ikjh‹ bfhŠr« fr¡»wJ.
khDl« j‹id bjhiy¤J bfh©oU¥gjhnyna r_f¤â‹ ïªj mty§fis r»¤J
bfh©L thH gHF»wJ. thœ¡if xU t£l«, eh« r_f¤â‰F brŒí« mÚâfŸ v§bf§nfh
R‰¿ ã‹ e«ikna tªjil»wJ v‹w c©ikia òÇªJ, khDl mwid å£o‰FŸ KjÈš
Û£blL¥ngh«. e« FHªijia f©o¡F« jh®Ûf jFâ ek¡F ïU¡»wjh v‹W e«ik eh«
RagÇnrhjid brŒa nt©oa neu« ïJ. eh« TW« kh‰w¤â‰fhd gaz« Äf Ú©ljhÆD«
Mu«g« ehkhf ïU¡f Ka‰á¥ngh«. jÅku« njh¥ghfhJ Mdhš jÅ¤jÅ ku§fŸ nr®ªJ
jh‹ njh¥gh»wJ. kh‰w« jÅkÅjÅš bjhl§f£L«.
ïÅ xU Éâ brŒnth«

mw« bra ÉU«ònth«.

“Knowledge without integrity is Dangerous and Dreadful” - SAMUEL JOHNSON
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Truth alone Triumphs

P. Dhandapani
CVI/Traffic

“Integrity” in our world today implies moral incorruptibility. Integrity is a word that is not used
much in today's English. One definition of integrity is: “the quality or state of being of sound moral
principle; uprightness, honesty, and sincerity” So a good synonym for integrity is honesty. Honesty
deals with being truthful in life. In life the most important ethical guideline for many people is, “If you
don't get caught, it's okay.” The second is, “If you get caught, deny it.”
The universe looks at things differently. General perception in the world is that it wants us to tell the
truth—to be people of integrity and honesty. Even if no one catches us doing something wrong or being
dishonest, It is better to tell the truth. After all, the Universe knows the truth.
In this Universe —lying is often treated as harmless. Small things will be exaggerated and some
changes are made to the facts “a little” so it looks good, say like when a police officer gets caught hold of
a defaulter, at that time the defaulter may tell the police officer he didn't know that he was speeding,
sometimes jump the stop signals, file a false insurance report , make up stories about our past etc. In
fact, many in this universe lie automatically, without a second thought. Much of the time, some of them
aren't even aware of being dishonest. One cannot have a deep friendship without honesty. It's easy to
think that “little” lies are harmless. However, before one knows it, this will become more and more
comfortable in lying, and it can become a habit. Peer pressure can be also strong. If people around you
are lying, you may feel pressured to lie too. Practice telling the truth throughout the day.
Being honest doesn't mean telling someone every thought which comes to your mind. For example,
if you are talking with a friend and you don't like his or her shoes, shirt, or another article of clothing,
there's no need to say that.
There is a story which all would have read during their childhood days, and let's refresh our memory
on that, the story is as follows:
There was once a shepherd by the name Ronnie who looked after a flock of sheep. One day, out of
boredom, he decided to play a trick. He screamed “Help! Wolf! Please help!”. The villagers came
running with sticks to drive the wolf away and protect the boy. When they reached the boy, they asked
him where the wolf was. The boy laughed and said “I fooled everyone! There was no wolf.” The
villagers left angrily.
The boy repeated the same trick several times and the villagers came running in every time.
They gave a warning to never pull that trick again as the boy laughed. One day, a wolf entered the ﬁeld
and slowly started attacking the sheep one by one. Ronnie shouted “Wolf! Help, please!”. The villagers
heard him but dismissed his cries, thinking he was playing a trick on them again.
Ronnie ran down the hill and told the closest villager about the wolf. When the villagers followed
him, they saw the wolf running away after killing and hurting the sheep. Ronnie cried “I called for help!
Why didn't anyone come to help?”. An old villager consoled him, he said, “We are sorry about the
sheep. But now you should know that nobody believes a liar… even when they are telling the truth.”
Moral of the story: There is no believing a liar, even when he tells the truth.
In this story the shepherd boy casually out of his boredom starts to tell lies during his daily work, but
that becomes a perilous thing when that happens in real. The people around did not believe him even
when he told the truth. It is only because the Integrity of the shepherd becomes questionable and people
decide not to pay heed when he was in real danger.
Let us start from basic quality of not lying in a exaggerated tone, all must strive hard to make this
quality as a new way of life so that the theme of this Vigilance awareness week of “Independent India @
75: Self Reliance with Integrity, can be achieved very easily.
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The Invincibles
N. Indrajith

Rajbhasha Adhikari / TVC

The Righteous, are the true courageous!
Come endemic or pandemic;
They are always systemic:They adhere to the system,
They are subdued by none!
Thrift in life, shall save from ‘grafts’
Trust in Right, does not lead to frustrtions;
Manipulations are but ‘manifestations’‘Variations’ are diﬀerent variants of ‘Covid 19'!
Never succumb to ‘Short cuts’
Be methodical and decisive;
Deep rooted to values in lifeRejoice with the Sincere and Just!
Every turn of life is unfathomable:Keep every deed of yours memorable;
For, when at the fag end of lifeMemories are all that shall remain!
Invincibles are always on the vigil;
Indiﬀerent whether it is Kargil or LadakhThe Righteous shall win the race!

RS II / MAS Divn.

“The corrupt have wealth. The honest have worth.”
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Self-Reliance

M. Vinoth Raj
CVI/Traﬃc

Self-reliant India campaign is the vision of new India. Further it outlined ﬁve pillars of Aatma
Nirbhar Bharat – Economy, Infrastructure, System, Vibrant Demography and Demand.
In this context, the term is used as an umbrella concept in relation to making India "a bigger and
more important part of the global economy", pursuing policies that are eﬃcient, competitive and
resilient, and being self-sustaining and self-generating.The phrase has been used since 2014 in relation
to national security, poverty and digital India. The ﬁrst mention of this came in the form of the
'Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan' or 'Self-Reliant India Mission' during the announcement of India's
COVID–19 pandemic related economic package in 2020. Since then phrase has been used across
ministries such as the Ministry of Consumer Aﬀairs, Food and Public Distribution, Ministry of
Education and the Ministry of Defence in relation to press releases, statements and policies. The phrase
has also been used by the government in relation to the 2021 Union Budget of India.
Self reliance is the ability to depend on yourself to get things done and to meet your own needs.
An example of self reliance is growing your own food. The capacity to rely on one's own capabilities,
and to manage one's own aﬀairs; independence is not to be dependent.
This measure to achieve ﬁnancial independence slowly but surely through a series of prudent
moves like Pay Oﬀ Debt...., Pay Yourself First.... Live Within Your Means. ... Build An Emergency
Fund.... Invest For Future Goals.... Be Patient and Consistent. Where the philosophy practice's of India
avoiding huge debts.
Many countries have to make decisions that deﬁne who they are and what they believe in. Most
often, the choices they face may seem insigniﬁcant. But this doesn't mean that they're not important to
the country: even the smallest action can have an impact on our self-respect, our integrity, and,
ultimately, our reputation. India as a whole has always lead by example in protecting the interest of the
nation and its people.
Integrity is deﬁned as: Adherence to moral and ethical principles; soundness of moral character;
honesty. The state of being whole, entire or undiminished. A sound, unimpaired or perfect condition.
Although the deﬁnition is sound, it can be a bit more complex to deﬁne integrity in a country’s
perspective.
You could say that integrity is always doing the right thing, even when no one is looking, and even
when the choice isn't easy. Or, you might see integrity as staying true to yourself and your word, even
when you're faced with serious consequences for the choices that you're making.
These were likely meant for structures, such as the integrity of a building. But we can just as
easily apply to our country. With integrity, we're whole and our country is in perfect conditions, and
we're not compromised by awkward "inconsistencies.”
The reputation of a thousand years may be determined by the conduct of one hour.
– Japanese Proverb
You do not wake up one morning a bad person. It happens by a thousand tiny surrenders of selfrespect to self-interest.
– American writer Robert Brault
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Self reliance with integrity means that you live in accordance to your deepest values, you're
honest with everyone, and you always keep your word and depend on your own resources.
Integrity is a highly valued trait, especially in leaders. When you live with integrity, you're more
likely to be considered as world renowned important leadership person.
To develop and protect our integrity, start by identifying our core values. These are the values that
you refuse to compromise on, no matter what. Next, analyze every choice you make to ensure that
you're doing the right thing.
Then, develop a culture of integrity around you, work on building your self-conﬁdence and selfesteem, and develop better nation and relations with neighboring nations who live with integrity.
If only one value to live by, it would be this: Success will come and go, but integrity is forever.
Integrity means doing the right thing at all times and in all circumstances, whether or not anyone is
watching. It takes having the courage to do the right thing, no matter what the consequences will be.
Building a reputation of integrity takes years, but it takes only a second to lose, so never allow yourself
to ever do anything that would damage your integrity as it will shake you being self reliant to build
better nation.
Spread power of being self reliant with integrity to build better India.

Jai Hind.

“To make your children capable of honesty is the beginning of education” --- JOHN RUSKIN
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Independent India @75, Self Reliance with Integrity
S. Sreevidya
CCC/TBM

Life constantly surprises us with a lot of ups and downs and the way we react to each of these
consequences decides the rest of the story. Be it the current 21st century we live in or for all the centuries
to come, being successful depends on 2 important factors.
1.

Be it good or bad, turn everything into an opportunity to learn

2.

Be unique or Self-Reliant.

One of most prominent businessman of the 19th Century John D Rockefallar once said “I always turned
every disaster into an opportunity” which he believed to be his secret sauce of success.
Among other individually possessed capabilities the above mentioned factors have always remained an
unavoidable pattern for someone successful. Having said that, lets us also see how the above mentioned
factors can equally contribute for the success of a nation.
With Independence comes integrity
The moment we hear “Independence” or “Freedom” it gives us a kind of excitement and make us feel
that we are ﬁnally breathing some fresh air. Mahatma Gandhi described this as “Freedom is never dear
at any price. It is the breath of life. What would a man not pay for living?” Going back in time 15th Aug
1947 after all the struggles and sacriﬁces, we got our India back from the british rules and were ﬁnally
declared as “Independent India”. India’s Independence Day is signiﬁcant as it stands as a reminder of
the sacriﬁces that many freedom ﬁghters made to get independence from British Rule.
“With great power comes great responsibility” and for a country “With Independence, comes
integrity”. Though India is divided into 29 states and 7 union territories it is essential to have the right
framework of integrity to exhibit our unity as one nation to the rest of the world.
As we all know, we are facing the most challenging times for the last 2 years with a virus challenging
our survival on daily basis. With that being said, on the other hand, doctors, political parties,
government institutions, private companies etc have shown the utmost integrity by coming together
like a strong team of soldiers to protect us during the pandemic situation.

“An honest man is the noblest word of God” – ALEXANDER POPE
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WHO YOU ARE !

Sherry P. Varghese
CVI/Traffic

Integrity, is a way of life. It is what we do in the light as well as in dark. It is not merely words or lipservice to look good. It's not done to receive pats on the back from other people. It is genuinely being the
absolute best version of oneself.
1.There was a boy named Mali ,who had a great collection of marbles and and another boy named
Pattabi who had collection of stamps. Each looked at what the other had and was envious. So they
agreed on an exchange: Mali to give Pattabi his marbles, and Pattabi to give his stamps.
Mali kept the biggest and the particularly attractive marble aside and gave the rest to Pattabi . Pattabi
gave Mali all his stamps as he had promised in the deal.
That night, Pattabi went off to a pleasant sleep. But Mali couldn't sleep as he kept wondering if Pattabi
had hidden some rare stamps from him , like the way he had hidden his best marble.Give your hundred
percent to everything you do and sleep peacefully.
2. Ramesh had planned a journey by train to his native place. He had reserved a ticket for his
journey. The day had come when Ramesh had to board the train and go to his native place. So he got up
early in the morning and was excited to travel by train after so many years.
His excitement was very high that he even forgot to have his breakfast on that day. He started to
pack his bags and all the necessary stuff to be taken along with him. He started from his house two hours
prior to the departure of the train. He started from his house took his one bag of luggage and got into the
Bus towards the Railway station. On the way the Bus broke down, so he had to get down of the bus. He
saw his watch and still there was more than one hour before the departure of the train. He thought that he
had to walk for twenty minutes to reach the Railway station and still there was ample time to board the
train. So with this thought he started to walk towards Railway station.
On the way he saw an Old lady who was hit by a bike rider was writhing in pain and had fallen near
the footpath. People had been noticing the plight of the old lady but everyone was walking past her. He
was saddened by this sight and he quickly glanced at his watch. There was less than one hour for the
train to depart from the station. He was in a dilemma, whether to help the old lady or carry on like other
people. He quickly had a train of thoughts and suddenly took out his phone and called an ambulance.
The ambulance driver was on the way to the spot to attend the injured old lady, but Ramesh had very less
time, because his train would leave by half hour and still he was standing in half way to the station. He
decided to wait for the ambulance , the ambulance arrived after half an hour, Ramesh was relieved and
at the same time sad because the train would have departed from the Railway station.
He safely attended the injured old lady and bid goodbye to the ambulance driver. He opened his mobile
and saw that the train which he had reserved the ticket had not yet departed from the Railway station. He
was elated, he started walking towards the railway station and came to know that the train had not yet
started due to some reason, he did not bother to know the reason. He boarded the train and left to his
native place happily.
fhy¤âdh‰ brŒj cjÉ á¿bjÅD«
Phy¤â‹ khz¥ bgÇJ. - âU¡FwŸ
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3. When Lal Bahadur Shastri Ji was serving as the prime minister of India, he went to a textile mill.
He requested the owner of the mill to show him some Sarees for his wife. The owner showed him some
exquisite sarees. When Shastri ji asked the price, he found them too expensive. He asked for cheaper
sarees. The owner showed him cheaper sarees. But, Shastri ji still found them expensive. The owner
was surprised and told him that he need not worry about the prices as he was the prime minister of India
and it would be his privilege to give the sarees to him as gift. To this Shastri ji replied that he could not
accept such expensive gifts and he would only take a saree that he could afford.
4.Once, there lived a woodcutter , his name was Raju. He lived a very simple life. He was poor but
he was a good man and worked hard. One day while chopping down a branch, Raju's axe slipped and
fell into the adjacent river. He tried searching for his axe but all in vain.He sat down by the river bank
and started weeping. Hearing his cries, an angel appeared and promised to help him find his axe. She
dove into the water and retrieved an axe completely made of gold. Raju said that this wasn't his axe and
refused to accept it. The angel dove again and returned with a silver axe, Raju refused again and said that
his axe was made of steel. The angel went into the water for one last time and returned with Raju's axe.
Elated, Raju thanked the angel profusely.Impressed by his simplicity and honesty, the angel decides to
give Raju the gold and silver axe too. Ramu went home happily. Honesty is the best policy.
Who you are? is the question lingering in everyone’s mind. It can be any of the above characters.
Integrity is one the most salient element in every single relationship you have in your life. Integrity is a
way of life, not just a behavior. Don't allow yourself to hold any of your marbles back from another
person. Don't hesitate to provide timely help. Don't go overboard using your capacity. Don't envy for
things which are not yours. If you are experiencing any doubt, it is only because you know that deep
down inside yourself, you have never truly given that person all of WHO YOU ARE.!

“Bright future awaits the honest. Shady past haunts the corrupt.”
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Live upto…Standards!

- V.S.Sajith,
CVI/Electrical

-An article aimed at creating consumer awareness in purchasing Electrical Products
Every one of us make a lot of purchase decisions, quite frequently, be it for personal use or
official use. As a consumer, do we adopt good purchase practices, make common informed decisions
and check whether the product/item we purchase complies with standards, national or international?
Believe it or not…, the decision has more implications than we can think of, as a common man.
For instance, purchasing a non-standard Air-conditioner that have higher ODP (Ozone
depletion Potential) and GWP (Global warming Potential) might become unusable and difficult to
maintain sooner or later. Well, do you think standards apply only for costlier things? …no, you are not
correct. Let us know that even a LED bulb we purchase for living room helps the nation in achieving the
target for emission of green house gases.
But then, do we have enough time to know so many things before purchasing small products of
meager value like say a mobile chargers, an LED tube light or a table fan? Well that is where
standardization and hallmarking plays a key role.
Can we spend few minutes to get informed of the real significance of standardization and
hallmarking that might eventually save money and time? For, Products complying to standards in
addition to ensuring safety of the operating personnel are friendly to the environment.
Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS) is the National Standard Body of India established under the
BIS Act 2016 for the purpose of development of activities of standardization, testing, hall marking and
quality certification of goods/products with an objective to provide safe reliable quality goods to end
users; minimizing health hazards to consumers; promoting exports and imports substitute etc.
BIS certification scheme is basically voluntary in nature which means only a manufacturer
conscious and confident of the quality of his product would apply, opt and obtain the certification and
hallmark for his product.
However in view of larger number dubious products and fly-by-night manufacturers/suppliers,
compliance to Indian Standards is made compulsory by the Central Government under various
considerations vis-à-vis public interest, protection of human, animal or plant health, safety of
environment, prevention of unfair trade practices and national security.
For many such products, the Central Government directs mandatory use of Standard Mark
under a Licence or Certificate of Conformity (CoC) from BIS through issuance of Quality Control
Orders (QCOs).
Once the QCO is issued, no other person shall manufacture, import, distribute, sell, hire, lease,
store or exhibit for sale any product(s) covered under the QCO without a Standard Mark except under a
valid Licence or CoC from BIS. Any person who contravenes the provisions of the Order shall be
punishable under the provisions of sub-section (3) of section 29 of the BIS Act, 2016 with
imprisonment or with fine or with both.
ISI Mark is a certification mark for industrial products in India. The mark certifies that
the product confirms to the Indian Standards, mentioned as IS: XXXX on the top of the mark.
Next time when you purchase any household product/s, just ask the shopkeeper for ISI marked
product and well you are sure to end up with a better product.
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Approval of BIS for products under Compulsory Certification fall under three different
categoriesvis-à-vis,
(i)

Scheme-I also known as “ISI Mark Scheme,

(ii)

Scheme-II (Registration Scheme, CRS(Compulsory Registration Scheme)),

(iii) Scheme-IV (Grant of Certificate of conformity),
About 380 products of common use like LPG Cylinders, valves & regulators, Medical
equipments, Domestic gas stove, Domestic Pressure cooker, Cables, Rubber Hose for LPG, Aluminum
foil, Electrical Transformers, Motors, Capacitors, steel & iron products, Automobile accessories, Oil
pressure stoves, Cement, Household Electrical goods, Batteries, Food & related Products, Air
conditioners, Plug & socket, Reflectors for bicycle, Paper, Foot wear etc. are under the Compulsory ISI
mark scheme.(Comprehensive list under ISI mark scheme can be seen at www.bis.gov.in).
This standardization encouraged and is common across all departments that could be seen from
the facts that,
(i)

About 63 Electronics and IT goods are notified under Compulsory Registration Scheme by
Ministry Of Electronics And Information Technology,

(ii)

Solar cells, Photovoltaics, Systems, Devices and Components Notified by Ministry Of New and
Renewable Energy(about 5 products),

(iii)

Low – Voltage switchgear and control gear-Notified by Ministry Of Heavy Industries And
Public Enterprises (about 8 products)and

(iv)

Ortho Phosphoric Acid and other similar items are notified by Ministry of Chemicals and
Fertilizers are under Scheme-II Registration.

Products like Printers, Scanners, Electronics Musical Systems, Wireless key board,
Laptop/Tablets/Notebook, UPS, All types of LED lamps, Mobile phones etc. are under Scheme-II
Compulsory Registration Scheme. (For comprehensive list under CRS scheme refer www.bis.gov.in)
With the increase in the popularity of the ISI Mark, instances of misuse have also cropped up.
Manufacturing fake ISI marked products for exorbitant profit is observed in many instance. So, one is
to be well informed of choosing an original ISI marked products from the market.
BIS has taken many welcome initiatives to help the end user to ensure that the product is
certified by BIS. How can customer check the genuiness of BIS Registered products? For compulsory
Certification Products, BIS grants licence to the manufactures to use/apply standard mark with unique
Number (R, CML). Standard mark used in different schemes are mentioned below.

Standard Mark Along with Unique
Licence No.
“The proof of Honesty lies in its practice.”

Standard Mark Along with Unique
Registration No.
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Where to find the BIS standard Mark on the product?
Commonly, the BIS standard mark can be found on the packaging of the product and/or it can be
found somewhere printed on the product or engraved on the product.

b)
How can we cross check the genuineness of BIS's compulsory Certification Products from the
official website of BIS i.e. www.bis.gov.in?
1) Choose the menu option “Conformity Assessment”, “online information”, “Product
Certification Scheme” or visit the below direct link at
https://www.manakonline.in/MANAK/ApplicationLicenceRelatedrpt.
2) Provide CM/L Number or R-Number in the “status of licence” tab.
3) BIS will provide all the details about the products, including 1) Licence Number, 2) Firm Name
& address, 3) IS number, 4) Validity Date, 5) Status of Licence and 6) Brands name & Product
Type. A Sample screen shot is shown below

(b)
This being an era of “APP”, BIS has developed an android app to check the authenticity/
genuiness of Compulsory Certificate products. This app provides ISI Licence Details, Verification of
R-No. under CRS, Finding Registered Manufacturer also lodging a compliant. We can quickly check
the validity and licence details by following these steps.
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Application will display the Licence details

2) There is an option to Register a Compliant as well in the App itself.
Licence to use BIS standard Mark for Registered/Licence manufactures in their products. BIS have
authorized Manufactures to use BIS standard Mark for large number of BIS approved product under
Compulsory Certification. Each Product from different Manufactures are issued with unique
License/Registration Number by BIS. This means BIS approved Products under Compulsory
Certification should have Standard Mark along with unique License/Registration Number on the
packaging of the product and/or it can be found somewhere printed on the product or engraved on the
product.
Wouldn't it be prudent for one and all to purchase BIS certified, hallmarked products whenever possible
and ensure that the dwindling natural resources are utilized judiciously and contribute to a greener
planet and nations economy. Well, Shall we…..? Can we…..?... live upto the Standards.

“The corrupt have many masters. The honest serve none”
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xÊ¥ò«rKjha
rKJha ÉÊ¥òz®î«
yŠryŠr
xÊ¥ò«
ÉÊ¥òz®î«
R. FUuh#‹
Senior Technician, DSL/POH/GOC

‘bghUËšyh®¡F ï›îyfÄšiy’ vD« tŸSt® thŒbkhÊ¡nf‰g kÅj‹
gz¤â‰fhf miy»wh‹. ï‹iwa bghUshjhu cy»š gz« jh‹ xU kÅjÅ‹
thœ¡ifia Ô®khÅ¡F« bgÇa r¡âahf ïU¡f¿J. mij v›tÊÆyhtJ mila
Ka‰á¡»wh‹. mj‰fhf ‘yŠr«’ vD« jtwhd tÊia kÅj‹ ehoíŸsh‹.
ahU¡Fnk âw¡fhj thÆšfŸ r‹khd¤â‰F k£L« thriy¤ âw¥gnjhL Ãšyhkš,
jtwhd tÊfh£lî« brŒ»‹wd. á‹dŠáW taâš fil¡F¢ br‹W jhÆl«
‘r‹khdkhf¥’ bgW« fhRfŸ nfhÉÈš ïiwtÅl«, vd¡F ïªj fhÇa¤ij Ko¤J¤
jªjhš cd¡F ïjid¤ jUnt‹ vd nt©L« nt©LjšfŸ všyh« yŠr tifiana
rhU«. k‰wtUl‹ V‰gL« ngh£ofS¡F, v¥goahtJ m¢braiy¢ brŒJ Ko¡f nt©L«
vD« v©z¤â‰F yŠrnk F¿¡nfhsh»‹wd. gŸË, fšÿÇfËš nr®tj‰F, cÇa
f£lz¤ijÉl mâfkhf¡ nf£f¥gL«nghJ brY¤Jtj‰F¤ jt¿aâšiy. th¡fhs®fŸ
X£L nghl f£áfŸ gz« tH§»a nghJ nt©lhbkd kW¤jâšiy. ï›thW jh‹ ‘yŠr«’
v‹D« ngŒ nk‹nkY« cUthf ehnk fhuzkh»‹nwh«.
ïayhik ÃiyÆYŸnsh®, filÃiyÆYŸnsh® ‘yŠr«’ v‹D« jtwhd tÊÆš
K‹Åiy¡F tªJ ÉL»‹wd®. cyf« KGtJ« guÉíŸs yŠrkhdJ M¥ãÇ¡fh
ehLfËš mâfkhf¥ guÉíŸsJ. Máa ehLfËš, F¿¥ghf ïªâahÉš Äf mâfkhf¥
guÉíŸsJ vdyh«. ïjdhš gšntW ïH¥òfŸ V‰gL»‹wd.

“ï¥go¤jh‹ thH nt©L« v‹gh® áy®
v¥goí« thHyh« v‹gh® gy®”
bghUŸ nt£ifahš cyf k¡fŸ kd« cHš»wJ. v¥go cH‹whY« ne®ika‰w
tUthŒ, xG¡fk‰w braš MF«. ntiy¡F ï›tsî, gjÉ ca®î¡F ï›tsî, gÂ ïl
kh‰w¤J¡F ï›tsî v‹W vGjh¥g£oaš nghl¥g£oU¡»wJ nkšk£l¤âš. ‘R«kh

nf£fiyah _Q y£r« bfhL¤J jh‹ ïªj ntiy¡F nr®ªâU¡»nw‹. Ú bfhL¥gJ,
eh‹ bfhL¤j gz¤J¡F t£o¡F¡ Tl g‰whJ’ v‹W TW« JÂ¢rš ts®ªJ É£lJ.
“r«gsnk ï‹g« goïÅJ v‹gh®
»«gs« fhzh jt®”
v‹w òJ¡FwËš yŠr« v‹gJ »«gs« v‹w bgaÇš elkhL»wJ. bghJ¥gz« gy
tÊfËš Ru©l¥gL»‹wd. á¿a ntiy el¡f nt©L« v‹whš Tl filÃiy¥ gÂahs®
Kj‰bfh©L, ca® gjÉÆš cŸst® tiu ÉâÉy¡»šyhkš ntiy¡F¤ j¡fthW jh«
bgW« bjhifia¥ g§Ffshf¥ ãÇ¤J¡bfhŸ»‹wd®. juk‰w bghU£fŸ rªijÆš
É‰gid¡F tUtJ Tl yŠr cz®nt fhuz«. ekJ eh£oš r£l¥go yŠr« th§FtJ«,
bfhL¥gJ« jtW. ‘yŠr«’ ahuhtJ xUtÇl« nf£f¥gL« nghJ mt® j£o¡ nf£f nt©L«.
‘yŠr xÊ¥ò¤ JiwÆl«’ bjhl®ò bfh©lhš, mt®fŸ gz¤âš urhad¥ gîliu¤ jlÉ
òfh® bfhL¤jtÇl« jªJ ÉLth®. mt® yŠr« nf£gtÇl« m¥gz¤ij mË¤jhš, á¿J
neu¤âš yŠr xÊ¥ò¤JiwÆd® ifí« fsîkhf yŠr« th§»atiu¥ ão¤J ÉLt®. ã‹ò
m¥gz¤ij jlaÉaš ÃòzÇl« bfhL¤J yŠr« th§»at® ifnuif ïU¡»wjh vd¥
gh®¤J Mjhu ó®tkhf j©lid tH§Fth®fŸ. mt®fS¡F tH§F« j©lid
fLikahdjhf ïU¡f nt©L«. m¥bghGJ jh‹ k‰wt®fŸ m¤jtiw brŒakh£lh®fŸ.
ïªâahÉ‹ ts®¢á¡F«, K‹nd‰w¤â‰F« jilahf ïU¥gJ yŠrnk MF«.
xËkakhd ïªâah ne®ikahd tÊÆš cUthf jtwhd tÊahd r‹khd« mË¥gij
jÉ®¥ngh«. yŠr¥ ngia xÊ¥ngh«.
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Ensuring Quality in selection through Multiple-Choice Objective
Type Question Papers – A new Approach
Prem Chandra Harijan,
Dy.CVO/S&T/SR,

Competitive examinations are the modern practice of selecting a right candidate. In this
process, eligible candidates are invited to show their level of knowledge and skills by answering a set of
questions oﬀered to them in the form of a question papers. These question papers are usually set by the
competent and expert professionals possessing domain knowledge.
Initially, the question papers were designed to test the level of knowledge and presentation
skills of the candidate by writing answers in detail, i.e., in descriptive manner. In fact, there has been
many examinations such as IIT-JEE (now known as JEE-Advanced) in which candidates were even
awarded step-wise marks against their answers to questions. The reason for step-marking could have
been to consider even those students who possessed the expected analytical skills and understanding of
the subjects but could somehow not reach to the exact ﬁnal answers, may be due to mistakes in
numerical calculations.
However, over time, due to growing number of candidates, the evaluation of descriptive answer
sheets became a challenge. In addition to this, some inherent issues started coming forward into the
notice of the administration. Some of them were as follows:
(a)

Due to subjectivity on part of evaluators, the marks awarded by evaluators to diﬀerent students
for similar answers of a question were found to be diﬀerent.

(b)

Same evaluators awarded diﬀerent marks to diﬀerent students for similar answers to a given
question.

(c)

Personal bias on part of evaluators also inﬂuenced the evaluation process.
and so on.

In order to address the problems arising one after the other and also with the evolution of
computing and high-end computers, concept of OMR sheets was adopted in a big way across all the
competitive examinations. But these OMR sheets were best suited only for the objective type questions.
As a consequence, the concept of questions with descriptive type answers have slowly been phased out
and at present almost all the competitive examinations are now on the pattern of the objective type
questions.
Indian Railways also conducts many competitive examinations for selection and promotion of
its employee. Whereas RRBs used to conduct examination for selection of Group-C employees, GroupD employees are selected through an examination conducted by RRCs. These examinations are also
based on multiple choice objective type question pattern.
Similarly, for departmental promotion such as from Technician (Group-C level) to Supervisor
(Group-C level), and from Group-C level to Group-B level, departmental examinations are conducted.
With the introduction of the multiple-choice objective type questions in the competitive
examination, a new challenge is being faced by the recruitment and selection agencies.
Experiences show that many candidates not possessing proper knowledge and skills try to
answer a question even if they do not have the knowledge of the subject. Some candidates, who possess
comparatively low knowledge of the subject, go even to the extent to resort to various trial-and-error
techniques to get through these examinations. For example, randomly selecting the options, or
selecting one single option such as selecting option only (a) or only (b) or only (c) or only (d) for a large
number of questions. Some candidates have even adopted strategy of selecting option (a) for one
question, and then (b) for next question, and then (c) for next question and then (d) for next question,
and then again selecting option (a) and so on. Every incompetent candidate adopts its own strategy to
choose the options and answer.
“The honest have value. The corrupt have a price.”
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Though it is true that such candidates may not necessarily qualify the competition or the
examination, but it does not rule out the possibility of such candidates getting through the examination.
Though selection of such candidates may be an exception, but at a time, when human resource has
become a costly aﬀair and it is essential that every single employee should possess adequate
knowledge, it is pertinent to reinvent the selection process, particularly the examination and its pattern
which is conducted to check the knowledge and skills of the potential candidates.
In order to ensure a fair play, GMAT conducted by GMAC, which is a computer-based test,
adopts the strategy of maintaining a pool of questions at various diﬃculty levels. It is noted that the
GMAT is also a multiple-choice type examination. During the test, based on the answer of the candidate
for a question, the computer automatically and randomly selects and oﬀers the subsequent question to
the candidate from higher diﬃculty level pool (if answer to the previous question would have been
right) or lesser diﬃculty level pool (if answer to the previous question would have been wrong). During
the test, no one except the software only knows whether the candidate has answered the previous
question right or wrong and the from which diﬃculty level the questions are being picked up and
oﬀered to the candidate; it is built-in-mechanism incorporated in the software as per policy of the
GMAC.
Another alternative is to change the pattern of multiple-choice questions. In the existing
practice, usually there are 4-options out of which only one of the options is correct. Thus, the
4
probability of one of the randomly selected option being corrected is 1 ÷ C1 = ¼, which is equal to 25%.
The need is to reduce this probability of correctness of the answer selected at random. A few of the
methods to achieve this objective are as follows:
(1)

First alternative is to retain the existing practice of keeping number of answer options as 4, but
number of correct options should be 2. That is, unless a candidate selects both the correct
options as his answer option, his answers may be treated as wrong. Under such circumstances,
the probability of a randomly answered questions shall be (1 ÷ 4C2) = 1/6, which is equal to
n
16.67%, where Cr = n! ÷ [(n-r) x r!].
Example:
Qn. A 3-volts battery is connected in a circuit with two resistances, R1= 1-Ohm & R2= 2-Ohms,
connected in series. Select the correct options from followings:
Ans.
(a)

Voltage across R1 is 2 volts.

(b)

Current through R1 is 1-Amp.

(c)

Voltage across R2 is 2 volts.

(d)

Current through R2 is 2-Amp.

Explanations:

(2)

*

In the above example, the options (b) and (c) are correct. Both the answers can be arrived at
using the same principles, but requires a minimum level of understanding of the subject.

*

If a candidate does not select both the option correctly, his or her answer cannot be treated
correct.

*

Thus, a candidate who tries to select the option on random basis would have little chances of
getting a right answer, thereby giving an edge to the candidate who really possess the
knowledge and understanding of the subject.
Second alternative is to increase the number of answer options to 5, out of which only one
option shall be correct. Under such circumstances, the probability of correctness of a randomly
answered question shall be (1 ÷ 5C1) = 1/5, which is equal to 20%.
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(3) And the third alternative is to have a combination of the above two. That is, to increase the
number of answer options to 5, out of which the number of correct options should be 2. And,
unless the candidate selects both the correct options as his answer option, his answers may be
treated as wrong. Under such circumstances, the probability of correctness of a randomly
5
1
answered question shall be (1 ÷ C2), which is equal to /10, i.e., 10% only.
Among the above three, the third alternative appears best. Needless to say, that, it is not essential
to that the question should necessarily be too tough. Even with average level of questions, it will be
possible to test the knowledge and skills of the candidates and ﬁlter out the non-serious candidates,
including those who adopt the strategy of randomly selecting the choices as their answers. The two
correct answers out of the 5-choices may be correlated to test the fundamental concepts and knowledge
of the candidate. Thus, the exam conducted so will ensure that the selected candidate shall be having a
good knowledge of the fundamental concepts of concerned ﬁelds.
It is pertinent to mention that IITs have already incorporated the above in their own way to test
the knowledge and skills of the candidates. However, the diﬃculty level of their question is
comparatively high. Every year, about 4-6 multiple choice questions in each paper of JEE-Advanced
are each with one or more correct answer options.
Whereas we may think of more alternatives, but we have to ensure that the process does not
become cumbersome in either setting of the question paper or make the number of options
inconveniently large.
****

RS II / MAS Divn.

“Listen with curiosity, Speak with Honesty, Act with Integrity” – ROY. T. BENNETT
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Railway Services (Conduct) Rules 1966
Some of the important conduct rule which deals with ﬁnancial transactions.
L.Kanthimathi,
CVI/Personnel

Rule 13 Gifts
*

Ceiling for Wedding, Anniversaries etc.,
Group A – Rs.25,000/Group B – Rs. 15,000/-Rupees Fifteen thousand.
Group C – Rs. 7,500/To be intimated if exceeds the above.
(Authority: RB Lr. No.E(D&A)2014 GS1-3 dt:12.01.2015 )

*

In any other case, shall not accept gift without sanction, if it exceeds;
Group A & B – Rs.5,000/Group C & D – Rs.2,000/(Authority: RB Lr.No.E(D&A)2020/GS-1 dt:06.03.2020)

Rule 16, Investment, Lending and borrowing.
*

Intimation to be given, if the total transaction in Shares, Securities, Debentures, Mutual
Funds Scheme etc., if exceeds Six months' basic pay of Government Servant during the
calendar year.

*

Intimation, if single transactions exceeds 2 months basic pay (Rule 18 (3))
(Authority: RBE 167/2019 )

Rule 18(2) – Immovable Property
*

Acquiring or Disposal - Prior sanction required irrespective of the amount involved.

*

Even if it is in the name of Family members.

Rule 18(3) – Movable Property
*

Intimation within a month required if the value exceeds two months' basic pay of the
Railway Servant. ( Authority: RBE 105/2011 ).

*

Previous sanction required if the transaction is with the person having oﬃcial dealing with
him.
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Role of Station Masters in Reporting Untoward Incident
Srilatha Ragothaman
Chief Law Assistant/HQrs.

The Station Masters pays a vital role in handling and reporting of untoward incident. The duties of
the Station Masters are clearly deﬁned in Rule 4 and Rule 5 of The Railway Passenger (Manner of
Investigation of Untoward Incidents) Rules, 2020.
The Message and Form-I of the Station Master forms the basis of the Enquiry Report of the DSC.
Some of the Common errors noticed in Form-I is that it does not contain the cause of the incident,
the exact place of incident, like KM, Upline/Downline and Train No. is not mentioned etc. Certain
vague terms like Public/Passenger informed and might have fallen down from train etc are used. It is
essential for the Station Master to avoid such errors and report the incident exactly as it is
Every year approximately 250 cases are registered against Southern Railway for compensation.
If the Message/Form-I are prepared by Station Masters diligently, it will be helpful to settle the genuine
cases early and to identify and defend the bogus cases.
Duties of Station Superintendent (Rule 4 & 5):
1.

If an Untoward Incident occurs at the station, mid-section the concerned Station Superintendent
shall immediately arrange for Medical Assistance to the injured passengers.

2.

Station Masters should give message of the incident to concerned GRP and RPF immediately.

3.

Report such incident within 24 hours of the occurrence to the Divisional Security Commissioner
in modiﬁed Form-I.

4.

Maintaining of Untoward incident Register on a Daily basis. Any untoward incident reported on a
Particular date should be recorded in the Untoward Incident Register.

5.

Unique Identiﬁcation Number as per the given format be assigned to each untoward incident.

6.

Each day the Untoward Incident Register should be closed at 23.59 hrs. It is the duty of the night
Station Superintendent / Station Master to close the Untoward Incident Register.

7.

If there are no Untoward Incident reported in a particular day a NIL entry should be made in the
Untoward Incident Register.

8.

SS/SM should make a brief report regarding the spot of the untoward incident and forward copes
to the Divisional Oﬃce, Zonal Railways, Police and Divisional Security Commissioner of the
Force.

9.

SS/SM should submit a fortnightly status report of untoward incident including Compliance of
Rule 4 to Senior Divisional Commercial Manager.

10.

SS/SM should update the Station Diary of the Final Order passed by the Divisional Railway
Manager (DRM) and also the maintain the records in a separate ﬁle with Index.

Leading with integrity and empathy requires vision and a connection to your deepest self – Anonymous.
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Vigil to be exercised by Station Masters while reporting untoward incident
(i)

Station Masters should issue Form-I to oﬃcers of the Force without fail.

(ii)

Station Masters should record the exact time and exact KM at which the incident occurred.

(iii) Station Masters must record the incident in Station Diary without fail.
(iv) Station Masters must record the Name, relationship and Phone No. of the informer regarding
untoward incident instead of using the word “Public”.
(v)

In Form-I, the Station Masters should mention the cause of incident as it is and should not
mention it as “might have fallen down” from train.

(vi) The Station Masters need to preserve the TSR of the incident date which will useful to defend the
case before the Tribunal in future.
(vii) Station Masters need to be more vigilant and record every minute detail of the untoward incident
in the Station Diary and Form-I.
(viii) The details recorded will be useful for both the Railways and the Public and save huge
amount of compensation being paid.

RS II / MAS Divn.
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Integrity, the choice between what's convenient and what's right – TONY DUNGY.
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Tips for Framing Detailed Estimates
K. Srinivasan
CVI/Mechanical

Estimate:

1.

An Estimate is a statement, showing the items of work, materials, required with its cost and
labour and other charges for carrying out a particular work.
Estimate is prepared

2.

Ø To arrive at approximate expenditure/cost required to carry out a particular work/proposal
Ø To get an idea of the expenditure to be incurred on a work in order to obtain the sanction of the

competent authority
Ø To see that the work is ﬁnancially justiﬁed
Ø To obtain administrative approval of Competent Authority who thoroughly examine as to its

necessity, utility and ﬁnancial prospects.
Ø To ﬁnd out the funds availability for the work when sanctioned and also to control expenditure

against the same.
Governance in preparing Detailed Estimates:-

3.

Incorrect estimates are common deﬁciencies and in the proposals, it is seen that estimates are
not given due importance during either preparation or scrutiny of the estimate. A faulty estimate
causes problems at the time of tender ﬁnalization and subsequently at the execution stage of the
contractor. Hence, it is necessary to ensure the outcome of realistic estimate duly justiﬁed with
proper rates. While dealing with detailed estimates, following should be made as check points,
·

Oﬃcial involving in preparation of the estimate should inspect/study
· Scope of the work proposal.
· All the drawings made towards this proposal
· Site where the work is to be executed and its condition

·

Detailed estimate should be prepared in suﬃcient degree of detail and provision for including
all items of work such as materials (including Machinery, Tools & Plant if any), man power,
other charges, etc.
· The materials required for completion of the proposal should be deﬁned with clear

speciﬁcation / make in the estimate. Transportation cost has to be considered on need
basis.
· Labour cost should be calculated by considering the minimum wages and increase in

DA, PF, ESI, as applicable to the place of project and time.
·

Quantities of all items (materials & labour) should be assessed on realistic basis and
unnecessary exaggeration of quantities should be avoided.

·

All applicable statutory taxes, overhead including proﬁt (generally varies from 10% to 15%, as
the case may be) has to be covered in the detailed estimate.

·

Estimates should not only rely on Last Accepted Rates (LAR), rate references may also be taken
from Budgetary Quotes and Rate analysis.

·

Provision for furniture, computer and its accessories, vehicles, etc has to be taken on need basis
only.

Work with integrity and succeed with Integrity – APJ Abdul kalam.
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4.

·

In case of renewal, replacement and dismantling works involved in the proposal, credit for
released materials has to be accounted in the estimate.

·

Funds allocation and availability of funds to be ensured while preparing the estimate.

·

Charging head of allocation has been mentioned correctly and should be veriﬁed from accounts
oﬃce.

·

Proper distribution has been made of the estimated outlay between cash value and stores;

·

Technical approval of Competent Authority has to be obtained.

·

Estimate should be free from errors and omissions.

·

Sub-estimates have been obtained from all departments and no item has been left without
provision.

·

An outer sheet of the estimates should be prepared giving the abstract cost of work, allocation
and provision of funds, duly giving Pink book, Orange book or LAW book item number, if
applicable.

·

Necessary provision for D & G charges has been kept for in the estimate on realistic basis.

·

Existence of Budget provision for the proposed work has to be mentioned.

·

Sanction of Competent Authority has to be obtained.

·

A register for estimate should to be maintained duly consisting the details such as Sl. no.,
Estimate no., & Date, Name of the work, Estimated cost, Allocation & Date of sanction.
Conclusion:
Successful contract performance depends on the Quality of detailed estimate. In view of the
above, oﬃcials involved in preparation of the estimates should understand the work in hand,
assess with available department resources and also the outsourcing options with minute costs
involved by adopting cost techniques in a detailed cost components. This only yields a real and
desired Estimate.
**&&**
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Integrity -- A Way of Life

Bobby.S.Kumar
CCC/Sr.DCM/O/TVC

"Integrity is the first step to true greatness"--Charles Simmons.
"If you don't have integrity, you have nothing. You can't buy it".--Henry Kravis.
Integrity is the practice of being honest and showing a consistent and uncompromising
adherence to strong moral and ethical principles and values. In ethics, integrity is regarded as the
honesty and truthfulness or accuracy of one's actions. Integrity can stand in opposition to hypocrisy.
Origin: The word integrity evolved from the French 'integrite' or Latin 'integritas', from integer
meaning intact, whole or complete.
Honest: Truthful, trustworthy, free of deceit etc.,
Integrity is the inner sense of 'wholeness' deriving from qualities such as honesty and consistency
of character. Having integrity means doing the right thing in a reliable way. It's a personality trait that we
admire, since it means a person has a moral compass that doesn't waiver. As such, one may judge that
others have integrity to the extent that they act according to the values, beliefs and principles they claim
to hold.
In ethics when discussing behaviour and morality, an individual is said to possess the virtue of
integrity if the individual's actions are based upon an internally consistent framework of principles.
These principles should uniformly adhere to sound logical axioms or postulates. One can describe a
person having ethical integrity to the extent that the individual's actions, beliefs, methods, measures and
principles all derive from a single core group of values.
An individual must therefore be flexible and willing to adjust these values to maintain consistency
when these values are challenged-such as when an expected test result is not congruent with all
observed outcomes. Because such flexibility is a form of accountability, it is regarded as a moral
responsibility as well as a virtue.
An individual's value system provides a framework within which the individual acts in ways which
are consistent and expected. Integrity can be seen as the state or condition of having such a framework
and acting congruently within the given framework.
One essential aspect of a consistent framework is its avoidance of any unwarranted (arbitrary)
exceptions for a particular person or group-especially the person or group that holds the framework. In
law, this principle of universal application requires that even those in positions of official power be
subject to the same laws as pertain to their fellow citizens. In personal ethics, this principle requires that
one should not act according to any rule that we would not wish to see universally followed.
The concept of integrity implies a wholeness, a comprehensive corpus of beliefs, often referred
to as a world view. This concept of wholeness emphasizes honesty and authenticity, requiring that one
act at all times in accordance with the individual's chosen world view.
Other integrities: Disciplines and fields with an interest in integrity include philosophy of action,
philosophy of medicine, mathematics, the mind, cognition, consciousness, materials science, structural
engineering and politics. Popular psychology identifies personal integrity, professional integrity,
artistic integrity and intellectual integrity.
"The true perfection of man lies not in what man has, but in what man is"--Oscar Wilde.
The context of integrity may also feature in business contexts that go beyond the issues of
employee/employer honesty and ethical behaviour, notably in marketing or branding contexts. The
Honesty is the fastest way to prevent a mistake from turning into a failure – JAMES ALTUCHER 41
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"integrity" of a brand is regarded by some as a desirable outcome for companies seeking to maintain a
consistent, unambiguous position in the mind of their audience.
Political integrity:
Aristotle--"Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you want to test a man's character, give him
power".
Integrity is important for politicians because they are chosen, appointed or elected to serve
society. To be able to serve, politicians are given power to make, execute or control policy. They have
the power to influence something or someone. There is, however a risk that politicians will not use this
power to serve society. Aristotle said that because rulers have power, they will be tempted to use it for
personal gain. It is important that politicians withstand this temptation and that requires integrity.
Integrity also demands knowledge and compliance with both the letter and the spirit of the written
and unwritten rules. Integrity is also acting consistently not only with what is generally accepted as
moral, what others think, but primarily with what is ethical, what politicians should do based on
reasonable arguments.
"To know what is right and not to do it is the worst cowardice"--Confuscius.
Important virtues of politicians are faithfulness, humility and accountability. They should be
authentic and a role model. Aristotle identified pride as the crown of the virtues, distinguishing it from
vanity, temperance and humility.
In the Philosophy of Law:
"Integrity has no need of rules"--Albert Camus.
Dworkin argues that moral principles that people hold dear are often wrong, even to the extent that
certain crimes are acceptable if one's principles are skewed enough. To discover and apply these
principles, courts interpret the legal data(legislation, cases etc.,) with a view to articulating an
interpretation that best explains and justifies past legal practice. All interpretation must follow from the
notion of "law as integrity" to make sense.
In every situation where people's legal rights are controversial, the best interpretation involves
the right answer thesis, the thesis that there exists a right answer as a matter of law that the judge must
discover. Constructive interpretation implicates moral judgements in every decision about what the law
is.
Academic Integrity:
“Integrity without knowledge is weak and useless and knowledge without integrity is dangerous and
dreadful"--Samuel Johnson.
"Integrity is the first step to true greatness"--Charles Simmons.
Academic integrity refers to the ethical policies and moral code employed in the academic
world by all members--the students and the teachers. It involves being honest and doing the right thing
even if you get no recognition for doing so. It involves being honest and correct when no one is
watching.
So basic things like doing one's homework on our own, writing our own papers, not plagiarizing
our essays or dissertations, not cheating on home tests, never cheating on any assignments, and
generally doing your work ethically and honestly are the all essential. They are the building blocks of
academic integrity.
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Professional Integrity:
"The integrity of man is to be measured by their conduct, not by their professions"--Junius.
"Integrity is the essence of everything successful"--Buckminster Fuller.
Integrity is one of the essential value an employer always seeks in his employees. So professional
integrity is when a person adopts his values and integrity to his chosen profession and job.
Sound moral and ethical beliefs and basic honesty are highly valued characteristics in an employee.
Such an employee behaves morally with his co-workers, his superiors and all other stakeholders of the
organization. Acting with integrity and honesty is an actual advantage in the workplace. It builds trust
and people are drawn towards such honest and dependable behaviour. Integrity in a workplace also
promotes a positive environment which encourages higher productivity.
Psychological/work selection tests:
Warren Buffet--"In looking for people to hire, look for three qualities--integrity, intelligence and
energy. And if they don't have the first, the other two will kill you.
The procedures known as "integrity tests" or (more confrontationally) as "honesty tests" aim to
identify prospective employees who may hide perceived negative or derogatory aspects of their past,
such as criminal conviction, psychiatric treatment or drug abuse. Identifying unsuitable candidates can
save the employer from problems that might otherwise arise during their term of employment.
Integrity tests make certain assumptions, specifically that persons who have "low integrity":
1) report more dishonest behaviour;
2) try to find reasons to justify such behaviour;
3) think others more likely to commit crimes-like theft;
4) exhibit impulsive behaviour;
5) tend to think that society should severely punish deviant behaviour.
Ten Personality Traits of a Person with Integrity are:
1. Taking Responsibiity for their actions.
2. Putting others' needs above their own.
3. Offering to help others in need.
4. Giving others the benefit of doubt.
5. Choosing honesty in all things.
7. Manifesting humility.
8. Being able to admit they're wrong.
9. Showing regular reliability.
10. Conveying true kindness.
People with integrity do these things because it is the right thing-not to be praised for their
integrity. That is part of the beauty of someone who lives a life of integrity.
Corruption has progressively increased both horizontally and vertically. It may not be possible
to attain "Zero" level corruption but it is possible to roll it down or to contain it within tolerable limits.
Corruption is a deep rooted malice in the present day society which cannot be effectively
eradicated so long as there is someone willing to corrupt and capable of corrupting.

Integrity is doing the right thing, even when no one is watching – C.S. LEWIS
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Conclusion:
"Do the right thing because it is right"--Immanuel Kant.
“Honesty is the best policy. If I lose mine honor, I lose myself"--William Shakespeare.
People with integrity are generally known to be trustworthy, honest and kind. This is a quality
that everyone should strive for. Everyone should also strive to surround themselves with people who
have true integrity. The main behaviour that reveal if someone has the kind of integrity you want in a
friend or co-worker.
"Try not to become a man of success but rather to become a man of value"--Albert Einstein.
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User Depot Module

A Holistic Approach to Accountability and Transparency
Jinesh Mohan,
Dy.CMM/IC/PER
1.

All organization irrespective of type of management i,e private or Government, generally
manage four common resources referred as 4M i,e Men, Money, Machine and Materials. All
level of management has to optimize the utilization of these resources for better output in their
respective sphere of domain.

2.

In Managerial terms materials are nothing but money in another form which has to be properly
managed. In this regard, Railway Board through CRIS has developed User Depot
Module(UDM) suited for all department resulting in conversion of manual register to
computerized Ledger for better control by the Executives. UDM can be termed as extension of
digital depot functioning to the end users i,e consignees.

3.

During the year 2019-20, procurement to the tune of Rs 63,843.58 Crores was done exclusively
by Stores department and 306 stocking depots spread across IR stocked 2.42 lakhs items
consisting of raw materials, components, spares, consumable etc. The entire activities of
Materials Management i,e from demand generation to disposal of unwanted material termed as
scrap is computerized through iMMS/IREPS thus becoming a major stake holder in Digital
India.

4.

User Depot Module (UDM) was rolled out on 14-09-2019 in Indian Railway. With the
Implementation of this system there will be transformational changes from manual working to
digital working with real time transactions and online information exchange among all
stakeholders. This will ensure digitization of complete supply chain, including user depots thus
paying a way for a robust system which would facilitate economy, efficiency and transparency
towards improved asset management. It will also ensure increase in service level and
satisfaction to end users.

5.

As on 01-Oct-2021, all the active 1009 consignees from various department of Southern Railway
has implemented UDM in their respective unit and carried out 2,06,070 transactions to the tune
Rs 824.65Crores. Being department centric, all type of user ie, main user,sub-consignee and
look after arrangement user in UDM will be able to do the transactions through respective
departmental IREPS administrator. Possession of Class II or Class III is pre-requisites for any
type of user.

6.

Being an end user module, official in charge of the material has to register himself as a user using
the respective consignee code and in this regard no executive should be linked to the consignee
code. Facility to create number of sub user exist within the same consignee code.

7.

To start working in UDM, registered user has to create digitalized ledger containing Folio and
items. Users can adopt Folio based system on similar classification of items like stationary,
Paints,POL,carriage, Wagon etc. Single Folio multi items or multi folio multi items can be
created. Under items details like item type ( Safety, vital or other), item usage ( consumable, T&P,
M&P, Spares, P-ways , others) , shelf life, whether PAC item, if yes then vendor name, item
category ( ordinary New stores (10), second hand stores (20), repairable stores(30), movable
surplus (40) dead surplus (50), special stores(60), emergency stores (70), unit of items , AAC
along with threshold limit , Make/brand name , product serial no ,warranty /expiry date, unit
weight of item ,image of the items , location of the item, last receipt, last issue , date of stock

Courage combined with integrity is the foundation of the character – BRIAN TRACY.
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verification, verification done by departmental/Accounts etc has to be entered in the items so that
the same data become the opening balance in the computerized ledger which would be utilized by
stock verifier while carrying out first time computerized stock verification. Multi ledger can be
created depending on the nature of material used by the Consignee. The entire MIS reports are
based on the data available in the ledger.
8.

UDM is predominately digitilization of end user materials, thereby it classifies the item into two
main category i.e. Stocks and Non Stock. Under UDM stock items follow the standard
nomenclature of Stores department i.e 8 digit - XX XX XXX X
(First two-digit main group (00-99), next two-digit sub group and next three digitsis serial
number within sub group and last digit is check digit derived through modulus 11 method).

9.

Similarly, Non Stock items in UDM consists of 12 Digits i.e. XX-XX-XXXX-XXX-X (Two
digits of main Group, then two digits of Sub-Group, then Continuity No. of 4 digits, then 3 digits
of variant and then last digit as Check Digit). Basically a consignee would be maintaining Tools
and Plant, Stock items, imprest items and Misc.Computerized Ledger and the following data is
made available to the executive for better decision making
(i)

Daily Material Transaction Reports (DMTR) for recording receipt & issue transactions by
authorized Users.

(ii)

Receipt of Stores by User Depots/Consignees against Purchase Orders/GeM orders
/Contracts released stores department for material to be delivered directly to Consignees.

(iii) Receipt of materials against Cash Purchase/Imprest, from Shops.
(iv) Receipt of spares/material from Other User Depots/Consignees on Loan/Assistance basis,
from other Field Units, against Book Transfer within same User Depot,
(v)

Accountal of Materials received from Stores Depots against S-1313 (Combined
Requisition-cum-Issue Note) / S-1830 (Imprest Issues)

(vi) Issue of material to End User, to other User Depots/Consignees on Assistance/Loan basis,
to Contractors, on Book Transfer within same User Depot, to Stores Depots on Advice
Note, to Purchasers for Scrap Deliveries etc.
10.

11.

The following activities can be done online by the end user;
(a)

Placing Requisitions on Stores Depots for Stock Items (S-1313 as well as Imprest
Demands)

(b)

Placing Demands on User Depots/Consignees within Railway and other Railway units.

(c)

System Generated Issue Note along with Gate Pass.

(d)

Raising of Adjustment Memo for transfer of credit/Debit.

Advantages of UDM:
(i)

Complete End to End digitalization of end user materials in IR with codification of Non
stock items.

(ii)

Facilitates issue of material on FIFO (First In First Out)

(iii) SMS alert to Stock Holder if Stock falls below Threshold Limit defined by user
(iv)

Integration of payment activities on IPAS with digitally signed Consignee Receipt Note
(CRN) /Consignee Receipt Certificate (CRC) being generated in UDM,
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Rejection Handling - both Initial Rejection as well as Warranty Rejection.

(vi) Accessing several MIS/Exception Reports, Expenditure for Maintenance of Assets
(vii) Real time information exchange among various stake-holders leading to enhanced
operational efficiency, economy and transparency.
(vii) Linkage of IRPSM work ID while issuing of materials
(viii) Reduction in handing over and taking over time while transfer of the employees.
12.

Future Scope of UDM:
(a)

Consignee wise AAC and matching of Budget allotment based on transactions thus leading
to better expenditure control.

(b)

Integration with other IT based application IPAS (Integrated Payroll & Accounting
System), SLAM (Software for Loco Asset Management), CMMS (Coaching Maintenance
Management System), FMMS (Freight Maintenance Management System), WISE
(Workshop Information System), TMS (Track Management System) etc.

Walk with honor, Character and integrity in all that you do – SHAWN L ANDERSON.
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Neu;ikNa tho;ifapd; newp!
J.M.

rutz‹
Sr. CC/VLR

epkpu;e;j ed;dil Neu;nfhz;lghu;itAk;>
epyj;jpy; ahu;f;Fk; mQ;rhj newpfSk;>
jpkpu;e;j Qhdr;nrUf;Fk; ,Ug;gjhy;
nrk;ik khju; jpwk;Gtjpy;iyahk;;
mkpo;e;J NgupUshkwpahikapy;
mtynka;jpf; fiyapd;wp tho;tij
ckpo;e;J js;Sjy; ngz;zwkhFkhk;
cja fd;d ciug;gJ Nfl;bNuh!

......ghujpahu;

Neu;ikahd tho;f;ifia elj;JtJ fbdk;.. Mdhy; elj;jKbahjJ my;y. vg;NghJk;
epidtpy; itj;Jf;nfhs;Sq;fs;> vy;NyhUk; GfOf;fhf grpAk;> Neu;ikahd ghuhl;Lf;fhf
gl;bdpAk; ,Uf;fpwhu;fs;. Neu;ikf;fhf xU kdpjDf;F mguhjk; tpjpf;fg;gLk; NghJ mtd;
ngha; nrhy;y fw;Wf;nfhs;fpd;whd;. xU Neu;ikahd kdpjdpd; rpe;jid vg;NghJk; epahakhdJ.
Neuq;fs; Neu;ikahdit mjdhy;jhd; ahUf;Fk; fhj;jpUg;gjpy;iy. Neu;ikahf ,Ue;J vij
rhjpj;Jtpl;lha;..? vd;W Nfl;gtu;fsplk; ijupakhf nrhy;Yq;fs;.. Neu;ikahf ,Ug;gNj ngupa
rhjidjhd; vd;W. f\;lj;jpYk; Neu;ikahf ,U.. eP Vkhw;wg;gl;lhYk; gpwiu Vkhw;whNj.. cd;
ek;gpf;if cd;id iftplhJ. ehd; Neu;ikahdtd; my;y vd;W nrhy;YtNj xUtif
Neu;ikjhd;. mjpfk; Nfhgg;gLgtid ftdpj;J ghu;j;jhy; njupAk;.. mtd; Neu;ikahdtdhfTk;
ahiuAk; Vkhw;whjtdhfTk; ,Ug;ghd;. Kl;lhs;jdk; Neu;ikAld; Muk;gpf;fpd;wJ. jpUl
tha;g;gpy;yhj jpUld;> jhd; xU Neu;ikahd kdpju; vd;W epidf;fpwhu;. Neuhd kuq;fs; Kjypy;
ntl;lg;gLfpd;wd> Neu;ikahdtu;fs; Kjypy; mtkhdk; nra;ag;gLfpwhu;fs;. Neu;ik vd;gJ
Mo;e;j nfhs;if kl;Lky;y.. kpf cau;e;j QhdKk; MFk;. cq;fs; nrhe;j gpiofis ePq;fNs
xg;Gf;nfhs;tij tpl NtW vd;d Neu;ik ,Uf;fpwJ.
ePjp;f;fij :
xU kpfg;ngupa epWtdj;jpd; Kjyhsp jdf;F tajhfp tpl;ljhy; mtu; epWtdj;jpd;
nghWg;ig mtuplk; Ntiy nra;Ak; xU jpwikahdtuplk; xg;gilf;f KbT nra;jhu;. vy;yhUk;
jd; miwf;F tUkhW fl;lis ,l;lhu;. cq;fspy; xUtu; jhd; vd; epWtdj;jpd; nghWg;ig Vw;f
Ntz;Lk;> mjdhy; cq;fSf;F xU Nghl;b itf;fNghfpNwd;. ahu; ntw;wpailfpwhu;fNsh mtu;
jhd; mLj;j Nkyhsu; vd;whu;.
vd; ifapy; Vuhskhd tpijfs; ,Uf;fpd;wd ,ij MSf;F xd;W nfhLg;Ngd;. ,ij
ePq;fs; cq;fs; tPl;by; xU njhl;bapy; el;L> cuk; ,l;L jz;zPu; Cw;wp ed;whf tsu;j;J mLj;j
tUlk; vd;dplk; fhl;l Ntz;Lk;. ahu; nrb ed;whf tsu;e;J ,Uf;fpwNjh mtNu vd; fk;ngdpapd;
nghWg;ig Vw;fNtz;Lk; vd;whu;.
midtUk; MSf;F xU tpij thq;fp nrd;wdu;. me;j fk;ngdpapy; Ntiy nra;Ak;
uhKTk; xUtpij thq;fp nrd;whd;. jd; kidtpaplk; Kjyhsp nrhd;d midj;ijAk;
nrhd;dhd;. mtd; kidtp njhl;bAk; cuk; jz;zPu; vy;yhk; mtDf;F nfhLj;J me;j tpijia
eLtjw;f;F cjtp nra;jhs;.
xU thuk; fope;jJ epWtdj;jpy; ,Uf;Fk; midtUk; jq;fs; njhl;bapy; nrb tsu
Muk;gpj;J tpl;lJ vd;W Ngrpf;nfhs;s Muk;gpj;jdu;. Mdhy; uhKtpd; njhl;bapy; nrb ,d;Dk;
tsuNt Muk;gpf;ftpy;iy.
xU khjk; MdJ nrb tsutpy;iy> ehl;fs; cUz;Nlhbd MW khjq;fs; MdJ
mg;nghOJk; mtd; njhl;bapy; nrb tsuNt ,y;iy. ehd; tpijia tPzhf;fp tpl;Nldh? vd;W
Gyk;gpdhd; Mdhy; jpde;NjhWk; nrbf;F jz;zPu; Cw;Wtij epWj;jtpy;iy. jd; njhl;bapy;
nrb tsutpy;iy vd;W mYtyfj;jpy; ahuplKk; nrhy;ytpy;iy.
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xU tUlk; Kbe;J tpl;lJ vy;yhUk; njhl;bfis Kjyhspaplk; fhl;Ltjw;fhf vLj;J
te;jhu;fs;. uhK jd; kidtpaplk; fhyp njhl;bia ehd; vLj;J Nghf khl;Nld; vd;W nrhd;dhd;.
mtd; kidtp mtid rkhjhdg;gLj;jp ePq;fs; xU tUlk; KOf;f cq;fs; Kjyhsp nrhd;d
khjpup nra;jPu;fs;. nrb tsuhjjw;F ePq;fs; tUe;j Ntz;bajpy;iy. Neu;ikahf ele;J
nfhs;Sq;fs; njhl;bia vLj;J nrd;W Kjyhspaplk; fhl;Lq;fs; vd;whs;.
uhKTk; fhyp njhl;bia mYtyfj;jpw;f;F vLj;J nrd;whd;. vy;yhu; njhl;biaAk;
ghu;j;jhd; tpj tpjkhd nrbfs; xt;nthd;Wk; xt;nthU cauj;jpy; ,Ue;jd. ,td; njhl;bia
ghu;j;j midtUk; rpupf;f Muk;gpj;jdu;. Kjyhsp vy;yhiuAk; jd;Dila miwf;F tUkhW
nrhd;dhu;. mUik vy;yhUk; nrk;ikahf nrbia tsu;j;J cs;sPu;fs; cq;fspy; xUtu; jhd;
,d;W nghWg;G Vw;W nfhs;s NghfwPu;fs; vd;whu;. vy;yhUila nrbiaAk; ghu;it ,l;lhu;. uhK
filrp tupirapy; epd;wpUe;jhd; mtid mUNf tUkhW mioj;jhu;.
uhK jd;id Ntiyia tpl;L ePf;fj;jhd; $g;gpLfpwhu; vd;W gae;J nfhz;Nl nrd;whd;.
Kjyhsp uhKtplk; cd; nrb vq;Nf vd;W Nfl;lhu;. xU tUlkhf me;j tpijia el;L cukpl;L
jz;zPu; tpl;lij tpyhthupahf nrhd;dhd;. Kjyhsp uhKit jtpu midtUk; cl;fhUq;fs;
vd;whu;. gpwF uhK Njhspy; ifia Nghl;L nfhz;L ekJ fk;ngdpapd; epu;thfj;ij Vw;W
elj;jg;Nghfpwtu; ,tu; jhd; vd;whu;. uhKTf;F xNu mjpu;r;rp jd; njhl;bapy; nrb tsuNt
,y;iy gpwF Vd; ekf;F ,e;j nghWg;ig nfhLf;fpwhu; vd;W Fok;gp Nghdhu;.
nrd;w tUlk; ehd; cq;fs; MSf;F xU tpij nfhLj;J tsu;f;f nrhd;Ndd; my;yth
mJ midj;Jk; mtpf;fg;gl;ltpijfs; [Boiled seeds]. me;j tpijfs; mtpf;fg;gl;ljhy; mJ
Kisf;f ,ayhJ. ePq;fs; midtUk; ehd; nfhLj;j tpij Kisf;fhjjhy; mjw;F gjpy; NtW
xU tpijia el;L tsu;j;J nfhz;Lte;jPu;fs;. uhK kl;LNk Neu;ikahf ele;J nfhz;lhd;>
MfNt mtNd vd; epWtdj;ij epu;thfpf;f jFjpahdtd; vd;whu;. ehk; nrhy;Yk; nrhy; | ehk;
gazpf;Fk; ghij Neu;ikahf ,Ue;jhy; ntw;wpfs; ek;ikj;Njb tUk;!
tho;f;ifapy; Neu;ikahf ,Uf;f Kay;tJk; xU Nghuhl;lk; jhd; cz;ikAk; Neu;ikAk;
ju;kj;ij ghJfhf;Fk;> Neu;ik xU NghJk; tPz; NghfhJ | Neu;ikia tpijAq;fs; | gjtpAk;
gzKk; Njb tUk;.

The true mark of Integrity is the ability to face challenges head-on, handle conflict calmly,
and admit mistakes quickly – Barrie Davenport
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Vikash Kumar Sharma
Sr. Clerk-cum-Typist
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Always do right. This will gratify some people and astonish the rest – Mark Twain.
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Department

: S&T

System Improvement Title

: Provision of training in works contract in S&T works

*

Background:
*

*

During a check, it was noticed that a Non-SOR schedule of S&T works contract,
provides for:
o

supply, installation, testing & commissioning of IPS, and

o

it also includes the provision of Training to S&T staffs.

*

Non-SOR schedule Qty. is 14 Nos.

*

As per schedule, for each installation & commissioning, training has been to be
conducted

*

No details available about no. of staffs to be trained, duration of training, provision of
training materials, etc. for each installation

*

Supervisors & Executive could not provide any details or documents

*

Only explanation given was that the schedule was copied from LOA of some other
Railway

*

Thus, the provision of Training has been made in implicit manner which is not
quantifiable

Suggested System Improvements:
“Whenever supply, installation and commissioning of any equipment is catered in any schedule
of work, the requirement of training, if any should not be clubbed with it. Provision of Training
should be kept under a separate schedule and rate adopted should be on "per employee - per day
basis, including/ excluding provision of supply of Training materials, if any. If Training
materials are required during training, it should be clearly stated in the schedule.”

*

Benefits:
(i) Ambiguity in training Schedule can be eliminated.
(ii) Training schedule can be executed in quantifiable and clear manner.
(iii) If required, training schedule can be operated for more staffs by variations.

Integrity without knowledge is weak and useless, and knowledge without integrity is
dangerous and dreadful – Samuel Johnson Rasselas.
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System Improvement Title
*

: S&T
: Provision of Centralized Computer Server based
inventory Management System

Background:

Vigilance investigation revealed that, there are large number of materials are non-moving for long period and
no action has been taken to divert, redistribute them.
*

Suggested System Improvements:
(1) Necessary action may be taken to develop and introduce Centralized Computer Server Based
Inventory Management System. All the depots shall be connected by providing necessary access
credentials, ie. Username & passwords, to update their incoming and outgoing material transactions.
(2) The above said computer server-based inventory management system may be designed in such a
manner that it shall have at least following features:

*

(a)

It shall be possible to add the quantity of the materials received from supply against any PO or
works contract. In this regard, a system of unique Alphanumeric-code/ Bar-code/ QR code for
each item of different specifications may be adopted.

(b)

It shall be possible to Search, View & Print the stock position of the depot materials with their
specification and ratings at the field supervisor levels, divisional or controlling officer level and
up to HQ level. However, editing of the quantity may be restricted to competent authority level
only or under the approval of competent authority.

(c)

It shall be possible to monitor the availability of the materials on real-time basis by the
concerned depot in-charge and controlling official.

(d)

It shall be possible to generate reports against any/ all materials in stock which have exceeded or
are likely to exceed their codal-life or shelf-life at any depot.

(e)

It shall be possible to generate exception reports to find out excess/surplus quantity of materials
at any depot/ division based on the consumption pattern during the preceding 2-year so as to
enable suitable administrative action to redistribute or dispose-off obsolete items, if any.

(f)

It shall be possible to generate the critical stock position of materials based on their consumption
pattern in the preceding 2 years so as to enable planning to process for additional procurement.

(g)

It shall be possible to check the availability of the current stocks of the material, predict the
future requirements based on preceding 2-3 years consumption pattern.

(h)

Any other feature which may help to ensure proper management of materials stocks at depots
and enabling monitoring at various levels.

System Improvement Implemented:

Vide letter dated 04.03.2021, PCSTE informed that the system improvement is getting addressed by the
implementation of UDM software developed by CRIS in all SSE/Stores depot. Hence, the system improvement
has been treated as implemented.
*

Benefits:
*

Stock position of the materials in Depots can be effectively monitored.

*

Overstocked materials can be redistributed to the needy depots

*

Realistic position of the Material availability over the Railway or Division can be taken into
account thereby avoiding procurement in case of abundant surplus.

*

Timely action may be taken for procurement of materials with diminishing stock.
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: S&T

System Improvement Title

: AMC/ARC tender contract in S&T works

*

Background:

Vigilance investigation revealed that, there is no stipulation in the contract regarding whom
the Railways site engineers to contact in case of no response from contractor/OEM's site engineers.
*

System Improvement Implemented:
In all future tenders following special conditions may be incorporated:
Provision of Escalation Matrix:
Once the contract is awarded contractor shall immediately provide, in form of an escalation
matrix given below, a list of contact officials along with the phone/mobile numbers, names
and the designation in their company, which shall be updated to Railway in case of any
charge.
Table-1: Escalation Matrix of Contact officials of Agency/Company

Benefits:
(i) It will streamline coordination between field officials and the AMC agency.
(ii) In case of any exigency, field officials will be able to contact all concerned officials of the
AMC agency without any delay.

One of the truest tests of integrity is its blunt refusal to be compromised – Chinua Achebe.
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Subject Title :

(a)

(a)

(b)

(c)
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Engineering
Irregularities in issuing work experience certificates

Background:
•

A complaint was received from RB that tender was discharged with ulterior motives.

•

Complainant was lone tenderer in the said tender.

•

Other Railway sought verification of genuineness of an experience certificate issued by SR.

•

Putting the two together, irregularity has been noticed on part of the Railway official and the
contractor.

Irregularities/ Deficiencies noticed
•

Experience certificate submitted by the complainant for participating in other Railway
tender was issued with wrong details.

•

As per certificate, the contractor has completed Bridge work with RCC for a value of Rs.
10.80 Cr, whereas no bridge work was executed in the subject contract.

•

One more certificate was issued showing Bridge work with RCC for a value of Rs.75.50
Lakhs against the work done in PCC.

•

The Competent Authority didn't involve any subordinate/office staff while issuing
certificate.

•

Copy of certificate was not available in the agreement file.

•

Irregularities in Issuing Work Experience Certificates

Action Taken:
•

Blacklisting of the contractor recommended and advised to RB.

•

Major penalty D&AR action against the Officer recommended.

•

Case submitted to RBV to obtain CVC's 1st stage advice.

System Improvement Suggested:
•

As per policy, Tenders can be finalized based on the credentials and affidavit submitted by
the tenderers.

•

It has been recommended that the credentials of the successful tenderer should
“invariably” be verified immediately after finalization of tender / issuing LOA.
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Engineering
Modification In / Review Of Similar Nature Of Work In Calling Works
Tender

Ø

Complaint that tenderer Technical offer was discharged on evaluation of Similar nature of
work.

Ø

The aspect of restricted nature of “similar nature of the work” adopted in open line Bridge
work tenders of "Construction of Bridges with subway/Pipe (Cut & cover/Segmental
construction/Cast-in-situ" and similar nature of work adopted as "Construction of Bridge in
RCC" (S No. D-1, in list of approved similar nature of work for works tender (OL) as on
21.05.2019).

Irregularities/ Deficiencies noticed
Ø

Does not include the work done for PSC Bridge which has resulted in restricting the technical
suitability.

Ø

Tender committees have interpreted in a different manner.

Ø
Ø

One more certificate was issued showing Bridge work with RCC for a value of Rs.75.50 Lakhs
against the work done in PCC.
Less competition from tenderers especially in tenders of high value.

Ø

Tenderer Technical offer was discharged on evaluation of restrictive nature

Action Taken:
Ø

System Improvement Suggested vide Dy. CVO/Engg Letter No. VO/E/2020/06/ 00616/MAS
dated 29.10.2020 and implemented with effect from 21.04.2021.

System Improvement Suggested:
Ø

Updated master List of similar Nature of Works for Works Tenders (OL) as on 21-04-2021
issued for implementation over Open Line vide Head Quarters Office, Works Branch letter No.
W.496/P/O/SNW date 22.04.2021 in the Updated master List of similar Nature of Works for
Works Tenders (OL) as on 21-04-2021 “Category – 'D' Bridge Works in S. No. 1”.

Ø

Work being tendered : Bridges with Sub way / Pipe (Cut & Cover/Segmental construction /
Cast-in-situ)

Ø

Revised SNW : Any bridge/ROB/RUB/LUS/FOB of RCC/PSC/Composite construction,
either precast outside and launched/pushed in or cast in situ after inserting temporary
girders.(from 21.04.2021).

Benefits:
Ø

More competition from tenderers especially in tenders of high value as most of the high value
bridge works executed by the contractors/tenderers pertain to Construction of Major Bridges
which involve element of PSC work and ROBs involving PSC/composite girders in addition to
RCC works.

The greatness of a man is not in how much wealth he acquires, but in his integrity and his ability
to affect those around him positively – Bob Marley
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:

Mechanical

Subject Title

:

Anaerobic Bacteria–Improper Preservation

(a)

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Background:
* Preventive check conducted in one Workshop on the aspect of Receipt, Inspection,
Accountal, Consumption & Preservation of Anaerobic Bacteria (Bio-Innoculam)
* Anaerobic Bacteriais used for maintenance of Bio-Toilets to ensure complete hygiene and
cleanliness
* Limited Shelf-Life-3 months from the date of manufacture
* DRDO approves Quality Assurance facilities for production of Anaerobic Bacteria at the
premises of Supplier

(b)

Deficiencies noticed:
* RDSO specification of item was not incorporated in the item description
* Shelf life was not mentioned in item description
* DRDO certificate for approving quality was not accompanied with the supply
* Technical suitability of product certified without DRDO certification for quality assurance
violating PO condition
* No registers/records for transaction showing receipt, stock and consumption
* Improper Preservation-6000 litres of unused barrels valuing Rs.1.00(one) lakh dumped
underneath thick vegetation and with other wastages
* First in First Out (FIFO) norms not followed

(c)

Action Taken:
*

Major/Minor Penalty DAR action against SSEs initiated

*

Advisory issued to PCME/S.Rly for implementation of system improvements on above
points for all items in all Work Shops/Sheds/Depots.

Department

:

Mechanical

Subject Title

:

Quality Check of Polyurethane Painting Supplied by Contractor for PU
Painting of Exterior of BG DEMU – DPC.

1.

Preamble :
A preventive check was conducted at one of the workshop on Quality Check of Polyurethane paint
materials supplied by contractor for polyurethane painting of Exterior of DEMU-DPC against
contract agreement.
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Irregularities:
*

Shelf life of some polyurethane paint materials (supplied by the contractor) was found
expired.

*

Contractor has supplied inferior/sub standard quality of material.

*

PU paint material tested at CMT/LW/PER did not meet the specification.

Action taken on the above investigation:
*

To take immediate strict action against contractor as per contract terms and conditions

*

Financial loss recovered from firm of Rs. 2,07,365.16/-

*

SSE concerned was taken up under Minor penalty.

System Improvement:*

Execution department to issue suitable directives indicating detailed procedure for Receipt,
Accountal and Use of Polyurethane paint materials and also all other contract supply items
received from contractor's firm.

*

Test certificates along with materials supplied by contractor shall be insisted upon wherever
necessary.

*

Random checks/tests for contract supply items wherever found necessary may be done in
either CMT labs or any Govt./Govt. authorized laboratories by workshops / sheds / Depots to
ensure the quality of materials.

People with integrity do what they say they are going to do. Others have excuses – Dr. Laura Schlessinger.
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Department

:

Stores

Subject Title

:

Irregularities in material transactions

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

(a)

Background:
* Preventive check on Transaction of High value Class-I materials and disposal of
Condemned/Scrap materialsin a Construction Unit;
* Non-Stock Class-I items viz. Batteries and Relays (S& T) required for projects of
Construction subjected for check
* Physical stock of randomly selected Class-I materials checked
* Huge variation in ground stock and ledger balance prima facie noticed
* 100 % stock verification with assistance of Accounts Dept conducted

(b)

Irregularities Noticed:
* As per Stock verification report compared to Book balance;
* Shortage in physicalstock of Signal Batteries/Relays to the tune of Rs. 1.26 crores (39 items)
* Excess in ground stock of various types of Relays/Batteries amounting to Rs.4.38 crores(91
items)
* 182 S& T items valuing Rs.3.55 crores damaged in Flood and Condemned with the approval
Competent Authority during 2017 were not disposed off even after 4 years
* Excess in Ground Stock could be due to
*
Over Estimation of Quantity
*
Items would have become Obsolete due to Technological changes
*
Project requirement would have met through other sources
*
Mala-fide Intention
Action taken:
·
Major Penalty Charge Memorandum issued to Custodian .

©
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Department

:

Electrical

Subject Title

:

Replacement of High-Tension underground cable in deviation with
Standards, specifications & Drawings specified in the agreement

(a)

Background:
* In an Electrical Works contract, Two Nos. of 11 kV HT-UG (Under Ground) XLPE cables of
size 3 core 95sq.mm is to be laid as per the Drawings/Specification mentioned in the Contract
agreement.
* The work pertains to provision of ring main feeder arrangements between three independent
supply sources in a major station.
* The total value of the work is Rs.87,72,239/- (87.72 Lakhs). Cables got burnt within 6 months of
completion of the work.

(b)

Deficiencies noticed:
* Two Nos. of 11 kV XLPE HT-UG (Under Ground) cables of size 3 x 95 sq.mm were laid above
the ground at most of the places in many stretches.
* The cables also crossed over the Ground through HDPE pipes at places where OHE foundation
is available and even without HDPE pipes at an FOB crossing 13 tracks.
* The cable route is chosen arbitrarily by the Supervisor himself along the track, over the FOB
and above OHE foundations and within less than 2 meters distance from track even though an
alternate clear route is available for laying the cables.
* The cables got fully damaged as they were laid over ground during a small fire accident. (PVC
insulations got totally burnt in the cables and corroded armour was fully exposed to
atmosphere).
* The cables became totally unusable at as many as 6 stretches and the burnt cables were left as it
is over the ground since the accident and hence the complete work was out of service within 6
months of commissioning .
* False measurement was recorded in the 'M' Book by in-charge SSE of the work.
* No Registers/Records as specified in the agreement were maintained by Supervisor in-charge
of the Work.
* Cable damages were neither informed to higher officials nor to the Firm which executed the
work and hence has not taken any initiation to replace the damaged cable within the warranty
period.

You can fool some of the people all of the time and all of the people some of the time,
but you cannot fool all of the people all of the time – Abraham Lincoln.
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2 Nos. of Underground (UG) cables laid Over-ground & together.
Measurements recorded as if laid Underground.

During a small ﬁre accident, Both 11 kV UG cables got burnt
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(c)

(d)
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Action taken:
*

Major Penalty DAR action initiated against In-charge supervisor executed the work.

*

It was advised to recover the cost incurred by administration due to deficiency in execution
from the Supervisor In charge.

*

It was advised not to entrust the supervisor with any 'Works' having financial implications to
the administration.

System Improvements Suggested:
*

Site survey and site inspection should be carried out by drawing supervisors (SSE/Drg or
JE/Drg who are preparing technical schedule).

*

Technical feasibility at site should be ensured for all the works executed in Electrical
General Services also as being followed in other wings (like TRD, Construction) of same
Electrical Branch.

*

Site survey should be carried out before proposal of the work and preparation of the
estimate. The site Survey report (jointly made by SSE/Drg and Field Supervisor)
comprising of technical details should be submitted for approval.

*

This survey report should be part and parcel of all files corresponding to the work proposed
i.e. Estimate file, Tender File, Agreement File Etc.

*

It is advised to ensure that Daily Progress Register is prepared in triplicate and same to be
jointly signed by SSE In-Charge and Representative of the Contractor and both of them to
retain one copy each.

*

The last copy of DPR is to be submitted along with bill by the contractor for technical check
by SSE or JE/Drawing.

Whoever is careless with the truth in small matters cannot be trusted with important matters Albert Einstein
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Department

:

Accounts & Personnel

Subject Title

:

Impersonation

(a)

Background:

Based on a complaint of impersonation by a woman WY that her deceased husband Y has been
impersonated by one X in Railways who had gained fraudulently employment against (MUVR)
Medically Unfit and Voluntarily Retired scheme, in the place of Y S/o FY ex-Gangman/PWay/O/WJR,
ever since 06.02.1997. Initial records of CG appointment were traced in vain.
(b)

Irregularities/ Deficiencies noticed
During investigation, it was initially observed the following
1. Availability of death certificate of Y
2. Photo image of X in election voter list tallied with the person working as Y in Railways.
3. Photo image of Mrs X in the election voter list tallied with the photo image of the wife
of the person working as Y (as per UMID card of the person working as Y).

Sustained efforts were taken to establish the criminal act of X, by resorting assistance of the
Village Administrative Officers, sibling of Y, Finger Print Experts, & Sub-registrars of Revenue
Departments as follows.

Confirmation
of
address of Y and death
of Y

Fact of
land
transactions entered by
X in order to transfer the
lands from the name of
X to the name of Y

1)By
the
collective
evidence through exercise
of panchanama consisting
ofVAO,govt official an d
three eldersin the address
in the village of WY where
Y lived
Transferring lands from X
to MrsX and Mrs X to Y in a
dubious manner

2) From the evidence of
sibling sister of Y in a
different village(Y and sister
of Y were in the family
composition of settlement file
of FY
VAOs concerned village
provided clues of land details
from Patta register and
guided to concerned registrar
office whe re finger prints of
X,Finger prints of X in the
name of Y affixed during
registration of land were
obtained.

Only based on the LTIs affixed by the delinquent in the Service register during recruitment,as affixed
during vigilance clarification and as affixed in the land documents, the State Criminal Record Bureau
reported that the LTIs affixed in the above documents are that of one and the same person and hence it
was established with conclusive evidence that X had impersonated as Y.
©

Action Taken:
The impersonator X was suspended. Major penalty was served under D&AR, besides lodging
Criminal complaint to the Central Crime Bureau, Commissioner of Police/Chennai.
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Department

:

Accounts & Personnel

Subject Title

:

Irregularities in Railway Institutes

(a)

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Background:

Railway Institutes have always been considered as an integral part of Railways by the Railway
Board since they not only receive grants-in-aid but also other facilities from the Government as
mentioned in section B of chapter 22 of IREM Vol-II.
The rules governing these Railway Institutes are contained in Master circular 3 compiling all
the Railway Board circulars in this regard and those provisions in IREM as well. In this regard general
policy guidelines by CPO/MAS for the conduct of Railway Institute are specified through circular
dated 03.10.89
(b)

Deficiencies noticed:

During the preventive check of the three institutes the following are detected.
Institute-I
•

In one Institute, the collection of rent by hiring of the marriage hall was misappropriated by
the secretary by means of short accountal of the actual period of hiring and also the actual
rate of rent.

•

The non accountal of actual dates of hiring was proved with the conclusive evidence of one
cultural association regularly hiring the institute hall for conducting their programmes.

•

A recovery of Rs5,64,000 has been advised besides initiation of DAR proceedings against
the secretary.

•

Audit of the Accounts and stock verification of the institutes was alsonot conducted for the
past five years.

Institute-II
In another institute which has registered cricket team with TNCA(Tamilnadu Cricket association) and
other sports teams, the following irregularities were noticed.
•

The office was not at all maintained and the EB supply was found disconnected due to
nonpayment of bills for a long time.

•

The sweepers, watchmen and attenders were not paid.

•

Unauthorized people were permitted to carry out religious functions which are not
permissible as per the guidelines given by Railways.

•

No accounts of the income and expenditure of the institute has been maintained. During
stock verification a lot of stock were found missing.

•

The goodwill of the cricket and sports teams were misused for receiving various incidental
and accruing benefits like privilege tickets for cricket tournaments ,supply of cricket kit
etc.,

•

The DAR action was initiated against the secretary concerned

Real integrity is doing the right thing, knowing that nobody's going to know whether you did it or not. Oprah Winfrey
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Institute -III
In third Institute which has play grounds for cricket ,basket ball, Gym etc the following irregularities
were noticed
•

Private cricket teams were allowed to use the grounds without approval and payment to the
Institute.

•

They have been misusing the goodwill and identity of the Institute.

•

A lot of cricket kits and sports articles were purchased for the use of un authorised teams
wherein members of the Institute are players.

•

The vigilance Investigation is under process.

Department

:

Accounts & Personnel

Subject Title

:

Irregularities in Evaluation

(a)

Background:
* Based on a compliant on the aspect of favouritism in evaluation of written examination for
the selection of APO (70% PQ) in Southern Railway, the investigation was carried out.

(b)

Deficiencies noticed:
* Evaluator was provided with all relevant circulars and guidelines for evaluation of answer
sheets by the Question Setter as Key.
* It was detected that a candidate who had appeared in the Supplementary examination of the
above selection scored 121 marks out of 150 but not answered properly as per the Key and
the evaluator had exercised gross prejudice in awarding marks.
* The Evaluator was asked to prepare Bullet Points from the circulars and guidelines supplied
by the Question Setter for the Question papers of the above said written examinations.
* On comparing the Bullet points prepared by the Evaluator with the answer sheet of the
above said Passed candidate, it was observed that the marks were awarded in inconsistent
manner by the Evaluator
* The Evaluator was called again and the Answer sheets of 01 Passed candidate and 05 failed
candidates who scored marks next to him were given to him duly hiding the marks already
awarded and asked him to prepare abridge statement according to the Bullet points prepared
by him.
* On scrutiny of the same, it was detected that some failed candidates had written more
relevant points as per the Bullet points prepared by the evaluator but were awarded less
marks.
* Further, the Passed candidate had covered less number of the Bullet points but was awarded
more marks.

(c)

Action recommended/taken:
* Selection cancelled
*

GM recommended Major Penalty against the Evaluator for the lapses and approved by
CVC. Draft chargesheet sent.
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Department

:

Accounts & Personnel

Subject Title

:

Irregularities in Selection

(a)

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Background:
* Complaint from an employee who had appeared for the post of JE/P.Way alleging
malpractice in evaluation of answer sheet.
* On investigation, one more lapse was detected in non-considering an eligible candidate in
the above selection.

(b)

Irregularity Noticed
* It was detected that the candidate scored 79 marks in the written examination but the
evaluator mentioned 69 marks without tabulating the marks in the front page of the answer
sheet.
* Violated Para 9.3 of PCPO/MAS letter dated 08.07.2013
* Eligible candidate was not qualified in the written examination and not considered in the
selection panel.
* One more candidate had scored 80-marks, to whom Major Penalty charge sheet was issued,
but on appeal it was modified to Minor Penalty of withholding of annual increment for 03
years.
* The Selection Committee Members had endorsed that the candidate was undergoing 'Major
Penalty' in the Tabulation Statement and no marks awarded for record of service.
* In the Proceedings, Selection Committee Members mentioned that the candidate was
undergoing 'Minor Penalty'.
* The Selection Committee Members failed to scrutinize the Service Register entries of the
employee.
* This resulted in non-considering the eligible candidate in the selection panel.
* Both the above said employees filed case before the Hon'ble Court.

(c)

Action recommended/taken:
* GM recommended to initiate Departmental Disciplinary action against 02 Officers and
Recorded Warning to 01 Officer.

There is no such thing as a minor lapse of integrity. Tom Peters
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Department

:

Accounts & Personnel

Subject Title

:

DR to the technically resigned employees

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Background:
*

PC was conducted on disbursement of DR to the pensioners who were technically
resigned from Railway service and absorbed in Rail tel Corporation. It was detected that
05 pensioners were drawing ineligible DR which worked out to Rs.23,12,057/-and
further disbursement of DR was stopped.

Implemented System Improvements:
*

An entry may be made in the termination order that pensioner is not eligible for DR,
if the case may be.

*

An entry to be made in the PPO that pensioners is not eligible for DR, if the case
may be

*

A column should be added in the checklist for settlement process whether it is a
technical resignation, in the case of other than superannuation/death cases and if so,
whether DR is eligible.

Benefits:
The revenue loss can be avoided.
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Department

:

Personnel

Subject Title

:

Photo attestation by Supervisor in GDCE exam.

Background:
A Check was conducted on the aspect of adherence to guidelines on conducting of Computer
Based On-Line Test – GDCE by RRC Chennai in 2018. It is seen from the physical form of e-Call letter
that there is Certification of the Supervisor concerned only to the effect that the particular employee is
working under his control at present, but Photo of the Candidate is not attested by the Supervisor
concerned. In the 'Important instructions to the candidates appearing for On-line Exam' issued by
RRC, there is no mention about the 'attestation of Photo of the candidate by the Supervisor'.
As there is a chance for impersonation in the existing procedure, i.e, admittance of the
candidate in to Exam Hall without their photo attested by the Supervisor concerned, either;
Physical form of e-Call letter must be downloaded along with the photo of the employee,
instead of manual affixing of photo of the employee on the downloaded e-Call letter;
or
Instruction for attestation of the Photo of the employee by the Supervisor concerned may be
incorporated in the Guidelines / Instructions, in addition to the Supervisor's Certification. These two
aspects are suggested as a system improvement in conducting On-line exam (GDCE) by RRC, Chennai
especially in the admittance of employees inside the Exam Hall so as to preclude potential
impersonation.
Implemented System Improvements:
It was accepted by RRC to incorporate instruction regarding “ Attestation of Photo of the
Employee in the e-call letter by the Supervisor concerned” in the future Notifications
Benefits:
Avoiding possible impersonation.
Department

:

Accounts & Personnel

Subject Title

:

Distribution of equal marks for all questions.

Background:
In a Check conducted in one of the Departmental Selections it was noticed that marks for
Multiple Choice Objective type Questions were not distributed evenly. Question Paper had 90
questions with maximum of 110 marks with uneven break-up of marks to questions i.e., some questions
were given 1 mark each, some 2 mark each and remaining 3 mark each with instruction that the
questions to be answered should not exceed 100 marks and for each wrong answer 1/3rd of allotted mark
for that questions will be deducted. On scrutiny of examination papers, following phenomenon was
noticed;
One of the candidates had attended for 103 marks. The evaluator did not evaluate the last
Question, which carries 2 marks, since total attempt exceeds maximum 100 marks. As the penultimate
question attended by the candidate also carries 2 marks, the evaluator dropped only the last question.
Otherwise, if the evaluator had dropped the last 2 questions, the maximum attended would have been
for 99 (103 - 4). Score of the candidate is 73.34 for 101 and not for 100.
It is true that integrity alone won't make you a leader, but without integrity, you will never be one. Zig Ziglar
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Another candidate had attempted for 107 marks. The evaluator dropped the last 2 Questions
carrying 3 marks each. As the third question from the last attended question also carries 3 marks, the
evaluator had to drop only the last 2 questions. Had the evaluator dropped the last three questions, the
maximum mark attended would become 98 ( 107 - 9 ). This candidate's score is 77 for 101.
This pattern of uneven distribution of marks to questions may create avoidable hardship not
only to the candidates but also to the evaluator, who may face; hardship in ensuring the maximum limit
of 100 marks, since he has to check as to the candidate has attempted how many one mark questions, 2
mark questions and 3 mark questions;
difficulty in computing negative marks since the negative mark is 1/3 of the allotted mark to a
question. He has to ensure whether he has to reduce 1/3 of 1, 1/3 of 2 or 1/3 of 3; and
indecisiveness in restricting the maximum limit to 100, in cases where the candidate had
attempted in excess of 100 marks and the evaluator cannot restrict the excess exactly to 100 as happened
in the cases mentioned above.
Implemented System Improvements:
The suggestion for assigning equal marks to all questions has been accepted and implemented
by PCPO.
Benefits:
The issues mentioned under heading “Back ground” will be avoided.
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Department

:

Medical

Subject Title

:

Declaration in Medical Examination

(a)

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

Background:
*

Declaration on Health history is to be taken from all the candidates – while attending initial
Medical examination for appointment
* Med.C.8 book (candidate Physical fitness certificate) flip side gives the Printed declaration
format
* As per PART-I of Annexure –VII for Para 520 of IRMM-2000
* PART-II Declaration – separately to be taken from Candidates of AYE-ONE
(b)

Irregularity Noticed
* Some Health units – not taking such declaration
* A declaration on correction of refractive error, for all candidates and employees of AYE and
BEE category was advised by RB
* Nowhere it is followed across S. Rly before March – 2020
* Some Health units and Rly Hospitals have failed to take Part-2 declaration of Annexure-VII
of Para 520 of IRMM 2000.
* Ineligible candidates (undergone LASIK surgery) got fitness in initial medical examination
– later identified in PME

(c)

Action recommended/taken:
*
Railway Board letter reiterated

Benefits:
The issues mentioned under heading “Back ground” will be avoided.

The integrity of men is to be measured by their conduct, not by their professions. Junius
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Department

:

Traffic

Subject Title

:

E-Tickets issued from Offline Server

(a)
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Background:

During a preventive Check conducted by 02673 Express, one passenger was found sitting in B1
– Seat no. 7 (TTE Seat). When he was asked to show his ticket, he produced an E-Ticket to travel in B1,
Seat no. 44 . However, as per the Working Chart B1- 44 was allotted to another passenger.

(b)

Irregularity Noticed

When the ticket of the passenger was checked, it was found that the same was booked through
IRCTC using his personal user-id. He had also received mail from IRCTC and he had also shown the
SMS from his bank stating that the transaction amount got debited from his bank account. However, the
Train no. was mentioned as 12673 instead of 02673. The Passenger was also in possession of another eTicket for return journey by train no. 22640 Exp on the next day.
Fare and Penalty was realized from the passenger and another vacant berth was allotted to him.
On verification, it was found that both the PNR numbers (for outward and return journeys) and the
transaction Ids were invalid. The GST number of Railways printed in the e ticket is also found to be
invalid. While checking the status of the return PNR in PRS, the status showed as “Invalid / flushed
PNR”. The passenger informed Vigilance that his return ticket was automatically cancelled after the
day of the check and an SMS was received in this regard. On checking with the offline database of PRS,
it was found that both the PNRs were valid in the offline database. The tickets have been issued from the
offline database, in which T.No. 12673 and 22640 exists. Both tickets have been issued and the fare had
been deducted from the bank account of the passenger. The tickets were also found to have been
accounted in his personal user ID in the offline database. It was informed that when the passenger
logged in to the website, the system had connected to the offline (staging) server and tickets have been
accounted and issued through the staging server.

(c)

Action recommended/taken:

It was recommended to refund the fare for all the cancelled tickets as well as the penalty paid by the
passenger since he was not at fault. CRIS/IRCTC was advised to ascertain about any other bookings
similar to this and to take immediate steps to prevent such occurrences. It was also advised to check
whether the fare has been remitted to Railways or there is any fraudulent activity.
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Department

:

Traffic

Subject Title

:

Lost/Misplaced Pass of Ex-MP's

(a)
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Background:

Former Members of Parliament are issued with a travel authority cum Photo ID card by the Parliament
Secretariat. Ex. M.Ps are authorized to travel all over Indian Railways by all trains including Rajdhani/
Shatabdi trains in all classes in all classes except AC I Class with a companion and alone in AC I Class
(Without Companion) using the travel authority. South Western Railway informed that Travel
authorities No.30XX and 26XX earlier issued to two Ex.MPs are in use even after the same were
reported lost and blocked in the PRS system.
(b)

Deficiencies noticed

On verification with the Data Ware House, it was seen that an Ex.MP from Tamil Nadu and
another from Kerala had utilized their old card passes for several journeys even though they were issued
with new card passes no.58XX and 58XY on 03.07.2019. On enquiry with the Commercial branch,
CCM/PM clarified that both the old passes of the Ex.MPs were blocked in the PRS system on
13.08.2019 itself. However, it was seen that several reservations were made on the old card pass of both
the MPs even after 13.08.2019. It was also seen that both the old and new card passes of the TN Ex.MP
were utilized for reservation on one particular day (08.02.2020) by two different trains in different user
Ids and journey was performed on one reservation.
The blocking of Pass in PRS is done in the combination of pass number and Issuing Authority
(Railway). Both the travel authorities of the Ex.MPs were blocked in the system with the pass numbers
and issuing Authority as IR. The ECRCs who had booked tickets on these blocked passes fed the
Issuing Authority as SR to overlook the blocking of the passes done with issuing authority as IR.
(c)

Action taken:

All the staff responsible for making the reservations on the invalid Travel Authorities
overlooking the blocking by feeding the issuing authority as SR were taken up under Minor Penalty
DAR Action and shifted out of their present place of posting.
(d)

System Improvements Suggested:

PCCM/SR was advised to suitably instruct CRIS to make changes in the PRS software so that
all bookings made on Travel Authorities of Parliamentarians should be accepted by the system only
with IR as issuing authority. The same has been implemented by putting checks in the software.

Everyone makes mistakes, but only a person with integrity owns up to them Nicole Guillaume
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